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AIRP~~;~ PA~AaHUT~S .* 
By Lieutenant Maz er. 
Introduction . - The if Bulletin Technique, II of March, 1919 ~ 
gave the results of t-ests and studies made up to that date in 
connection with airplane parachutes. This work has been continued 
and the object of the present tt'Bulletin" is to supply information 
in regard to: 
1 . The various t neoretical considerations on which t h e study 
and improvement of the parachutes was based and the experiments 
through which it is po ssible to veri f y and compare the progress 
made (Chapter I). 
2 . Th e types of paracDutes existing at the pr esent time both 
in France and in other countries (Chapt;er II). 
3 ~ The various performances at the two meets held in 1923 
(Chapter III). 
4~ The present status of the difficult problem of adapting 
the parachute to the airplane, of the belt which fastens the para-
chute to the passenger and, lastly, the storage of parachutes~ 
/ 
* From "Bulletin Technique,1I Au gust, 1924. 
• 
• 
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Chapter I. 
Thcoretical Considerations. 
Fundamentally, t h e pa rachute consists of a II sail, II from 
which t h e user is. suspended by weans of'a certain number of cords 
uniformly distributed about the periphery of the parachute. It 
is known that the speed with which a body falls through space is 
uniformly accelerated . When any resistance, which is a function 
of the veloci ty, is oppo s ed to the' attrac tion of gravity, the 
body falls with a constant vertical s peed , as soon as this resis-
tance has attained a value equal (though of contrary sign) to the 
weight of the body . 
The object of the sail is to create this resistance. As soon 
as it opens, the pressure of the air causes it to a s sume its true 
shape, usually that of a dome , with a more or less pronounced 
curve and a central opening or vent , which allows the air to es-
cape and prevents the sail. from tearing while unfolding . Thi s 
dome offers a vertical re sis~ance wh i ch i s an increasing function 
of the velocity of descent . A moment arrives, therefore, at which 
the resistance is equal, and directly opposed, to the weight of 
the passenger . Normal conditions are then established. Theoreti-
cal ly, this velocity depends only on the area of the parachute, 
but the speed at landing , 'which is the most important from a prac-
tical point of view, depends on two factors, the a rea of the par-
achute and the rapidity with which it unfolds, since the normal 
speed is less, the more quickly it has been established . 
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Unfortunately, the experiments, r.£de for the purpose of ex-
pressing the phenomena in figures, are very difficult and, in de-
signing a parachute, more reliance is placed on methodical experi-
ments and successive trials (both with respect to the form and 
dimensions of the sail) than on calculation. Various models of 
reduced size have nevertheless been studied in the laboratory 
wi th the obj ect of ascertaining the best f orm to be given to the 
parachute . After this is decided, the resistance of the sail 
may be calculated in the manner described later on. 
A method of calculation will al so b e given, by means of 
which the area may be plotted and t he effect of the weight of the 
sail on the velocity of descent taken into a c count. The chief 
qualities required for a gDod parachute will be discussed, as also 
the different modes of operation of the parachutes now in use. 
Lastly, the means possessed by the "Servi.ce Technique" for the ex-
perimental investigation of the characteristics of a parachute 
(laboratory and f li ght tests) will be discussed . 
I . Shape of Parachutes .- When the study of airplane para-
chutes was first begun, the question of the shape of the sail was 
not considered . The f ir st airship parachute was in the form of a 
spherical dome and was made of gores or sectors of silk and pro-
vided with a vent collar. I n their first tests, the experiment-
ers in this field were content with reducing or increasing the 
diameter at the bottom and the curvature of the dome. 
- - ----- --- - - - - - - --- --- --- - - --- -- - -- -~ ---------, 
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As regards the calculation of a parachute (plotted from the 
meridian), we will sec that a sail was obtained which was very 
nearly balanced while descending. It is in this form that the 
parachute ~IGhll:)li'I.I.:: (C1'i.apter II, Sect. 1, B) was constructed. Ex-
periments made since then, however, have demonstrated the impor-
t anc e of the shape of the sail and, wi th this in mi nd, the "Serv-
ice Technique" has made a series of tests, the results of which 
have led to the following conclusions: 
1. Tests of accelerating the velocity of descent by expand-
ing the vent prove the existence of a region of minimum pressure 
at the Qenter of the section of resistance. 
2 . Tests of acceleration by removing the peripheral ring 
show the existence of a circular region of minimum pressure at 
the edge of the section of resistance .. 
3. Various tests wi th auxiliary or "pilot" parachutes show 
the existence of a region of zero pre s sure above and toward the 
center of the supporting surface , as well as below and at the cen-
t er, if thi s surface is convex. 
4 . The same tests show that below and toward the edge of 
the supporting surface there is a very deep eddy zone. 
From these indications it was concluded that the lines of 
air filling the vertical cylinder formed by the descent of a para-
chute approximated the course indicated in Fig. 1 . 
In order to make better use of the air lines thus displaced, 
our first thought would be to construct a parachute i n the form 
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of an inverted cone (Fi g . 2). Tnis f orm imparts greater stability 
but a prohi b i t ive speed of descent. 
A trumpet-shaped pa rachute was then made, but the shock of 
op eni ng was too grea t and the stability insufficient. Ho reover, 
it either did not open completely, or did no t remain open, the 
forces acti ng on t h e sail to expand it doubtless counterbalancing 
those f orces which , on t h e contrary, tended to crease the sail to-
wa rd t he center (Fig. 3) . Ov[ing t o structural di ff iculties and 
the fear tJ.1at it mi ght not open, thi s sai l was not considered 
suitab le for use on airplanes. On the other hand, experimen ts 
with reduced models made it see!l1 probable that t he spherical 
shape off ered the most resistance to descent . 
For all these reasons and because simplicity of de sign and 
c ertainty of operation outwei gh all other considerations, the 
11 Service Technique ll returned to t h e us e of ei ther dome-shaped 
parachutes, or t hose i n the form of an oblat~ spheroid . In an 
endeavor to distinguish between these two forms 1 the sustaining 
power of each parachute was calculated by putting 
and K =.l SV2 , 
K being a numerical coefficient, supposed to be established for 
a given f orm: P, t he weight of the load; V, the speed of descent. 
Calculations with respe ct to existing parachutes show, however, 
that the value of K varies and depends chiefly on the quality 
of t he fab ric. With light and per meable fabrics, K is small, 
but it increases with dense and heavy fabrics. 
• 
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I n short, it is not yet possible to give any exact laws rel-
ative to the best forms . The most satisfactory method is there-
fore the experimental and i t is absolutely necessary, to make 
numerous tests in order to judge of the value of any given type 
of parachute . 
II. Deter mination of Tensions on the Sail of a Parachute.-
The appearance of long tear s i n the fabric was noticed in 
certain cases, these bei ng due to excess ive tensions at the moment 
of opening. The If Service Technique ll was therefore led to calcu-
l at e the tensions affecting the sail of the parachute, basing this 
on the well known mechanical properties of deformable surfaces . 
I n the fo llowing , we have considered the only practical case, 
name ly, the one in which the surface of the sail is a surface of 
r evo lu tion. 
Let us take a parachute, in which 
D is the diameter ; 
P, the suspended weight ; 
2u , the angle at the apex of the cone formed by the suspen-
sion l i nes; 
n, the number of suspensi ons lines; 
R, the radius of the base of the cone. 
I f we consider a meri dian, on assuming that the pressure is 
constant at all points of the sail and equal to ~ and that 
rrR2 
the proj ect ion on the normal at M of the tensions along a small 
rectangle, cut out abou t M, is equal to the pressure forces of 
t hi s rectangle, WB wil l find that the maxi mum and minimum ten-
, 
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sions tx, ty, are related according to the equation 
tx + .1Y. = p 
px py TTR2' 
7 
px py being the principal radii of curvature of the surface at 
M (Fig . 4) . 
'V e will obtain a second relation between tx and ty by as-
suming that the projection of t~e tensions normal to t he parallel 
of M (radius r), on the axis of t he parachute, counterbalances 
the pressure applied on the dome intersected by this paral lel, 
which gives us 
2rT r x ty x co SeL == P x 'ftr2 TTR2 
and ( 2 ) 
p r Ppx 
ty == 2TT RZ cosa 2TT R2 
these fo rmulas being well known to aeronauts . 
If we liken the surface of t he sail to a sphere, we will 
have 
px = py = p, 
in which case ( 3) tx = ty = 
this tension being relatively very weak . 
For a value P = 300 kg shock of opening and a relatively 
small b ase ra~ius of 3 . 5 m, we will f i nd a tension of less than 
15 kg per me ter. Therefore , in a well-constructed parachut e the 
sail will never be the weak point . I n s~ite of this fact, the 
pro gram of the contests (as well as the specifications for para-
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chutes in all countries of the world) require the relatively high 
strength of 300 kg pe r meter of the fabric . This is due to the 
three .following reasons ! 
a) The maximum value of the tensions may vary to a consid-
erable degr e e, as soon as the surface of the parachute is no 
longer spherical and particularly if puckers are produced in it •. 
b) The strength of such thin fabrics decreases rapidly with 
the least deterioration . 
c) In case of a tear , a local deformation i s produc ed, which 
tends to spread very rapidly, unless there i s a considerable mar-
gin of safety . 
Therefore, in the case of ail~lane parachutes which have to 
support a considerable weight with a relatively small number of 
lines, the maximum tens ions are produced in the region of the 
points of attachment. The sail itself, as we have seen above, 
is never subjected to very great stresses . 
III. Calculation of a Parachute - Rough estimate.- We will 
give the means of finding by calculation: 
1.. A logical shape for the sail of a parachute; 
2 . The effect of any variation in the weight of the fabric, 
of which the sail is made, on the velocit y of descent. 
A) Plottin~ the meridian.- In this calculation, it is there-
fore assumed that the fabric has been so manufactured as to trans-
mit the pressure of the air to the prolongations of the suspension 
lines and arranged to follow the merid ians (Fig. 5). 
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"" ac~l suspens ion line is subjected to a stress 
t = p 
n coso.. 
According to what has already been established, it is with tbis 
stress that the factor of safety of the entire parachute is cal-
cu lated . This stress is transmi t ted to the meridians of the par-
a ehute, which are then subjected to this tension t and also to 
the stresses ori gi nating in the fabric . 
FOTyrula (3) gives us 
P x P = t, 
p being the radius of cu r vature at A. 
I f, at A, the distanc e of the two meridians is 2TT r n ' the 
val ue of P (for the point A, total of unit p re ssures on the 
length 2TTr) will be (the unit pre ssure being 
n 
8 P r 
l'l , 
nD 
whence we have 
p = P 
n cosa 
8 P r 
n D2 
D2 
= -=:-----
8 coso. r 
P 
---rf) 
TT-- 4 
This forrrnJ.la, by means of which the stable form of the meridian 
maY be plotted, shows t hat·: 
I . The curve of the parachute is independent of the sus-
pended weight P; 
2 . It is a function of the angle of opening of the suspen-
s ion lines a' ,
3. For two parachutes of di ameter D and D1 , such that 
Dl = K D, t he same curve represents the parachute D 
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If we 
Fig. 6 2 Ithon d = 
the fabric 
with tho scale 1 and the parachute D1 ' with the 
scale 11K, the curve being therefore independent 
of D. 
take the fabric between any two meridians, A1. and A2 , 
TT r the distanc e between them~ I f, at this point, 
n 
has a length l greater than d, it curves inward, 
under pressure , in an arc of a circle hav i ng a radius p. By 
reason of symmetry, the unit pressure is, in fact, the same at 
al l po i nts of a parall el and accordingly its radius of curvature 
is constant . 
B) Correspond.ence of weight and velocity of descent.- The 
sai l being determined, it may be assumed that, for t he same fabric 
and the same arrangement of the parachute, the weight is propor-
tional to the surface area 
'TT = h S. (1) 
On the other hand, if P is the weight of the load and V 
the veloci ty of descent, we will have 
(2) . 
I f we differenti at e the two equations, we obtain 
dTT=hdS dTT=hdS 
KV2 d S + K 2 S V d V = 0 V d S + 2 S d V ~ 0 
If we eliminate TT, Sand dS from these four equations, we 
obtain 
d V = K V3 d 2 h P TT, . 
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If we take_, as our basis, the S .• T-.Ae!'. parachute now in use, 
h = 0-0 125 and K = 0-. 086. 
If P = 80 kg , the variation of descent corresponding to a 
variation of wei ght of 50 gr ams, is 
or~ fo r a velo city of 5.5 mis, 3.65 cm; 
" 
II II 5 .0 
II II 
" 
4. 5 
II 
" 
II 4 . 0 
11 
II 
II 
2 .. 75 
2 . 00 
1..4 
" . ,
II • , 
" ;. 
For a s ilk parachute of the same shape as the S .• T .. . Ae. , K 
would be t he same (approxi mat ely h = 0 . 085) and we woul d have, 
fo r the same variation of weight , 
for a veloci ty of 5 . 5 m/3 , 5 . 5 cm; 
" 
II 1/ II 5 . 0 II 4 . 1 " . ,
II II II II 4 . 5 
" 
3 11 • , 
II 
" 
II II 4 . 0 II 2 .1 
" 
By means of these cal culations , the constructor is enabled 
to p roduce a par achute whi ch , owing to it s shape , is subjected 
to the minimum sho ck of op ening , since it repres ents the curve of 
equilibrium of the fabr i c under t h e pressure of the air while de-
scendi ng . He may also obtai n a velo ci ty of desc e nt wi th whi ch 
any increase in the wei ght of the sail would caus e a maximum dim-
inution of t hi s velo city. 
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IV . Qualitie s Required fo r a Pa rachute.- The conditions 
which a properly calculated parachute rrhlst sati sfy are as foll ows : 
1. Certainty of opening; 
2 . A sho ck not excecd i ng three times thc l oad at the moment 
of opening ; 
3 . Low velocity of descent~ le ss than 5 meter s per second. 
1. Opening .- It has been proved by experiment that ~ under 
normal condi tions, an ordi nary parachute , whi ch has b een correct-
l y fo l ded , always opens . I n France, t he S.T . Ae. has discarded 
a l l auto rratic opening devices involvi ng additional weight or the 
introduction of metal parts capable of tearing the sail and of 
causing f atal a ccidents, in case of fa ilur e of t he opening mech-
ani sm. 
2. st ress .- The shock p roduced at the moment when the sail 
opens may be dangerous to t he user of an airplane parachute. I n 
certain type s, t he tens ion resulting fr om it may be from five to 
six times t he wei 2;ht suspended f ro m the parachute (tension meas-
ured by means of the ball dynamometer, described l ater on in dis-
cussi ng the qualities of parachutes) . 
Experiments ma.de 1,v1. t h animals ("Bulletin Technique lf of 
M:arch~ 1919) have shown that t his tension cannot e xceed three 
times the weight without becoming dangerous . I t is true t hat 
c ertain a eronauts , i nclud i ng a German paracDutist, have recently 
withstood shocks of t he order of 420 kg. 
By means of measurements taken wi t h the special ball dyna-
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mometer, it has been discovered that the magnitude of this shock 
depends chiefly on t h e shape of t he parachute, on the rapidity 
wi th wbich it opens, and on the speed of the airplane. 
3 . Velo city of descent. - The velocity of descent depends, 
for a given load, on the s i ze and shape of the sail. An average 
velocity of descent of 4.5 mls is equivalent at landing, to a 
free drop of about 1 meter. 
These a re the prop erties required of a well-constructed par-
achute in order that it may be e mployed on airp lanes with every 
guaranty of safety. They are not found to gether, however J on a ll 
the parachutes now in us e . Th e para chutes all op en, but the man-
ner in which they are us ed and t heir method of opening, vary. 
V. Diff erent Classes of Airpl ane Parachutes .- We will divide 
th e parachutes used in avi ation into several classes according 
to t heir mod e of operation . 
1 . Lift-off . - The parachute, in opening , pulls the aviator 
from his airplane (pegoud) . Thi s type has no practica l value. 
Its installation would require much spec ial construction, which 
is impo ssible on airplanes with more than one seat. The method, 
which consists in being pulled overboard by the parachute, may , 
nevertheless , be used with an ordinary folded parachut e. The 
aviator is certain , in this case, of leaving the airplane with 
hi s parachut e open , but he ru_ns the Ti sk of catching on the tail 
of the airplane, a risk which may be avoided by starting the p r oc-
ess of op ening the parachut e at the end of one of the wings . 
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2 . Jump.- The aViator jumps from the airplane. Here again 
tv:o casos Y:iU2t be consi<:lered . 
a) Automatic opening .- The parachute, or its container, is 
opened either by means of a line connected with the breakable 
cord and attaching the rider to the airplane, or by a small aux-
iliary (lipilotll) parachu-'ce, or by any other suitable device for 
utilizing the force of the fal l. This method of automatic open-
ing has been used, as will be scen, on the majority of French 
parachutes (S. T.Ae., Robert, Or s, Blanquier, Tinsonnier, Cormier), 
the English Calthrop or Guardian Angcl, etc . 
b) Opening controlled by thc aviator. - By pulling a small 
IIrip-cordll at the end of which there i s a IIpull-ringll the rider 
is able to releas "C} the parachute. ·These two methods each have 
their advantages and disadvantages . 
The first method, which requires no action on the part of 
the aviator after he has jumped, was , for this reason, preferred 
in France for a long time . The breaking of the rip-cord in con-
sequence of the line catching in the rider's belt or on the tail 
of the airplane may cause a failure to open. 
The s econd method, preferred by the American army, has now 
been adopted in France . It allows the aviator great liberty of 
motion and enables him to jump from any part of the airplane and 
to choose the side to jump from, which is indispensable in cer-
tain cases, as in a tail spin, etc. The lift-off method is thus 
rendered possible . On the other hand, it requires more composur~. 
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I f the aviator shoul d pul l the rip- cord before jumping~ the para-
chu-;:;e , opening too soon , mi ght catch on the tail of the airplane 
and tear . (A tear in the sail is not always fatal~ however.) 
The oppo site risk need not be f eared, fo r a delay in opening can 
not be considered dange rous, since a human body must drop approxi-
mately 200 meters before attaining a speed of descent of 200 km 
per hour. 
I n consequence of the necessity, on commercial airplanes~ of 
several passengers leaving by the same exit in case of danger, 
and in order to eli minate the breakable cords , thi s last method 
has been adopted fo r the latest French parachutes. 
Even in the cas e of parachutes having the same mode of oper-
ation, the shock of opening and the veloci ty of descent may vary . 
The determination of these two quali ties in the different types 
is not easy, as we shall see later. 
VI. I nvestigation of the Qualities of a ParachuteJ- The form 
of the sail being determined and its resistance calculated, we 
stil l have to verif y the required quali ties and the mode of oper·-
ation of the di ffe rent types of parachutes~ 
Thi s is the object of the tests, which may be placed in two 
distinct categories . 
1. Laboratory tests; 
2 ~ Fli ght tests . 
l~ Laboratory te sts~- Before every flight test, the follow-
• 
.. 
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ing operutlons are purlO r~CQ i n t~e 12bora 'co~y : 
a ) W ei. ~·h i np-; the pc. :rachutes; 
lb 
b) Measuring them . This consists in placing the parachute 
in a container of known vol umu, r:21i ch is then filled vd th very 
fine dry san~ . The par~chute is taken out and the volume of sand 
necessary to f inish filling the case is measured. The figure 
found is equal to the volume of the par achute. 
c) Testing the strength of the fab ric, the suspension line s 
and t he ir attachmcnt s to the sail . Thes e tests are made in t he 
u sual ma nner with testi ng machines: 
1. Test-pieces, I me t er long by 50 cBnt i met er s wide, are 
cut from t he f abric of the pa rachut e. The break i ng loads in the 
/ 
direction of the warp and of the filling are determined and the 
elongation and wei ght p er square met er are then ca.lculated. 
2 . Braided cords, whos e strengt h is known and is gi ven in 
the catalogs , are general ly used for t he suspensi on lines . 
3 . As we have s een in Section II, the point of maximum ten-
sion i s where the suspension line is fast ened to the sail. A sam-
pIe of this fastening i s made and t he load which causes it to 
break i s measured by the testing machine . This breaking load de-
fines the fac tor of safety . 
2 . Tests made in flight ..... · All the properties of a parachute 
may b e determined by descents f rom captive balloons or airpl anes . 
The most important a re : 
a) Rapidity of opening ; 
• 
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b ) Velo city of descent ; 
c ) Maximum shock of opening; . 
d) Factor of safe ty; 
e) Stab ility (Fig. 7) 
The s . T. Ae. equipped a Potez limousine IX/for these tests. 
A trap-door 0 . 51 m by 0 . 48 m was made in the floor of the cockpit. 
Above this trap- door, f as tened between t h e two upper longerons of 
t he fuselage , there i s a bar of aluminum covered with ash, 1. 03 m 
in length and 4 cm in di ameter . 
Th e 80 kg rubber dUll~y , equipped with parachute harness and 
pack, is suspended by a cord attached to the cross-bar above the 
trap-door and i s released by cutting the cord . To open the pack, 
the breakable co rd or the snap hook- knife is attached to a line 
which is also fastened to the suspension bar . According to the 
length of t his line , the pack is opened in a longer or shorter 
time after t he dummy has been released from the airplane. The al-
titude at whi ch t his takes place is recorded by a barograph. 
The speed of t he a irplane, when dummy is released, is recorded by 
t h e T. L. speed i ndicator , both these instruments being connected 
with an electric circu it . 
a) Rapidity of opening.- There a re two methods of ascertain-
ing this : (1 ) By means of a stop-watch which records t he time 
elapsed between t he release from t h e airplane and t h e opening of 
the parachut e; ( 2 ) With the Debrie motion-picture gun-camera 
whi ch s i mult aneously pho t ographs a watch and t he parachute, thus 
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recording on the film all the phases of the descent. 
b) Velo city of descent of the parachute.- The mean velocity 
of descent of a parachut e falling from a known altitude of H 
met ers in a period of time T and opening at an interval of time 
8 after a drop of h meters, is 
v = H - h 
T - 8 
H can be determined very accurately with the aid of a baro 
graph , if the p re ssure at the ground and the temperatures, both 
at the altitude H and at the ground, are known. T and 8 are 
taken by an observer with a stop-watch having two hands, or by a 
motion-picture camera. 
The height h is diff icult to measure in tests on airplanes, 
but an approximate value is obtained by the following method. It 
is assumed that the parachute is released from a fixed point and 
that it descends vertically in still air. (Thou gh these are not 
the actual conditions, it has been shown by experiment that the 
differences are negligible .) 
The motion at f i rst is comparable to a free drop which the 
opening of the parachu'te gradually curbs. The acceleration 'Y 
(which, at the beginning of the drop , is equal to that of the 
wei ght g) diminishes, becomes zero , then negative, then returns 
very quickly to zero and the parachute assumes its normal speed 
of desc ent . 
Let us construct the curve representing the acceleration as 
a function of the time (Fig . 8). 
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I' 
I' 
We know t he origin of t ho coordinates: t = 0; acceleration 
:::: g horizontal tangent. 
The lowest po int corresponds approximately to the moment of 
opening 8 and the value of acceleration at this po i nt is given 
us by the impre s s ion madc by the ball dynamometer . If this im-
pression corresponds to an acceleration - ng, the total acceler-
ation, to wh i ch the parachut e is subjected, will be g - ng . 
By comparing the representative curve of acceleration between 
the instants 0 and g- to a par abolic a rc of unknown degree p, 
'Y = g (J, - n tp). 
8p 
From thi s equation we deduce the velocity of descent, 
v = t (1 - n tp g p + 1 8PJ ' 
and t he distanc e fallen, 
e = K.t: [ 1 2 n tp J 2 ( p + 1) (p - 1) 9p 
(1 ) 
(2) 
( 3) 
At th e moment t hat t = 8, the velocity is nearly that cal-
culated (V). Since the app ro ximat e value of Vo is known, t his 
enables us to obtain p. 
Vo = g( B· (1 P ~ 1) 
n g 8 
p + 1 = 
gB - Vo 
By substi tut i ng 8 fo r t in equation (3), we have 
h = 
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h = 8 (5 e (n - 1) + 2 VO\. 
n + 1 I 
e = time before opening, in tenths 
of a second; F = 80 '1'] , = shock of opcning in kg; Vo = approximate 
velocity in mls = alt itude of test total time of descent '. 
By taking into account the practical value s of the different 
factors : A = 2, Vo = 5, n > 3, g = 10, this 
simplified, becomes 
e (5 e (n - 1) + 2 'Vo h = \ n + 1 ;' 
9 being computed in seconds a:1d Vo being the 
(HIT) of the velocity of descent . 
If, for example, we take the Or s parachute 
in the last contest, then H = 300,; ' T = 51.3" 
300 
n = 415 30 (approximately) , Vo = 51 . 3 = 5 .85 m
, 
formula, when 
approximate value 
which participated 
e = 4.3, 
h = 4.3 5 x 4.3 x ~ x 2 x 5 . 8 = 70 met ers, and the calculated 
ve10ci ty H - h T - e = 4 . 90 m. 
The difference between the approximate and calculated veloci-
ties is about 1 meter per second , which is not negligible . 
Formula (5) has been put in the form of an abacus (Fig. 9) . 
c ) ~A:axil'ID.lm shock of opening.- This is measured by a Lenoir 
dynamometer, placed between the point of attachment of the para-
chute and the load. When the parachute unfolds, the steel ball 
strikes a calibrated bar. The shock is measured by the diameter 
of this impression. The bars are copper. The diameter of the 
impression is measured by a gage . Fig. 10 gives the area in squar e 
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millimeters, plotted against the diameter in millimeters. 
In order to ascertG.in the shock of opening, tho area obtained 
by a given index is multipli ed by thc cur te (Fig. 11). We know 
that the shock is equal to the surface multiplied by a coefficient 
or index. The latter is not constant, but varies with the diame-
ter of the impres sion. The variations of this index are deter-
mined by prel i minary tests. 
The following table gives, without any calculation, the corre-
spondence between the diameter of the impression and the maxi mum 
shock or stress on opening . 
Table Giving t h e Stresses in kg as a 
Direct Function of the Impressiono.-
Diameter of i mpre ssion i Stress I Di a meter of impression stress I in tenths of a mm in kg I in tenths of . a mm in kg 
10 59 .0 26 349 .0 
1'1 71.0 27 373 . 0 
12 84~0 28 397.5 
13 97 . 5 29 422.5 
14 112 . 0 30 448.0 
15 127.5 31 473 . 5 
16 1 44 . 0 32 500 . 0 
17 151 . 0 33 527.0 
18 179 . 0 34 553 . 5 
19 198 . 0 35 581.5 
20 217 . 5 36 608 . 5 
21 238 .0 37 636.5 
22 2 59 .0 38 665. 0 
23 281.0 39 693.0 
24 302 . 5 40 722.0 
25 325.5 
d) Tho maximum stress being obtained, it is divided by the 
number of suspension lines, in order to ascertain the stress e, 
to which each line is subjected . The maximum stress E, which 
causes the fast ening to break is determined in the laboratory. 
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The safety factor is the quotient of : 
1,r,::lximum breaking stress = E 
Haximum stress supported e 
22 
The maximum snock of opening r.1Ust be reduced as much as pos-
s i ble, so as to avoid accident . The force resulting from a shock 
or blow is given by the formQla 
dv F = M dt ' 
in which dv = variation of speed and dt = variation of time. 
It has been attempted to dirninish this s~ock by nndifying 
the different terms: 
By increasing dt (Gcrman and Italian parachutes); 
By decreasing dv by the addition of parachutes in tandem 
(Holt and Tinsonnier). 
These terms cannot be modified easily. The method wh~ch has 
g iven the best results consists in absorbing a part of the shock 
by sho ck- absorbers (S ee Chapter II I, II Gcneral Conclusions~'). 
e) Stability.- It is important for the descent to be uniform 
without too pronounced oscillations which rY!i ght greatly increase 
th e speed of landing . 
The oscillations may be reduced: 
1. By varying the diameter of the vent. The vent, which 
WaS made small a t first (0.20 m), rre.y be greatly enlarged wi th-
out any disadvantage. Nevertheless, since it opens out with dif-
ficulty, it may be advantageously divided into several srrall vents. 
2 . By changing t he length of the suspension lines. The 
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test s hitherto made seem to show that long suspension lines pro-
duce very strong oscillations, while, on the other hand, short 
lines tend to draw t hc edges of the sail inward and thus reduce 
the effec tive area, t hercby increasing the rate of descent. For 
this reason, the lcngth usually adopted is equal to, or slightly 
greater than, the diameter of the sail. 
3 . By the action of thc rider himself. By hanging his en-
tire wei ght on one group of suspensio n lines, the rider can make 
the parachute glide s li ghtl y in the dcsired direction. This op-
er a tion is not at all dangerous with a well-designed parachute. 
One edge of the sail may bc drawn clcar to the center, but it wi~l 
spread out again, as soon as the tension is removed from the lines . 
The parachute may be prevented from rocking, by pulling on the 
lines when an oscillation i s a t it s max i mum. 
Conclusion.- The i mportance of maki ng flight tests may thus 
be seen . The "Service Techni que" is continuall y improving its 
methods of measurement in experiments, so as to be ablc to make. 
as great progre ss as po ssible i n the comparative study of the 
performance of parachutes . In order to improve-.. the measurement 
of the rapidity of opening and velocity of descent of parachutes, 
the alt itude at whi ch they are launched must be known as exactly 
as possi ble. Since the maxi mum shock of opening depends, among 
other f actors , on the speed of the Qirplane, the latter must also 
be kno v\ffi vli t h t he maxi mum app roxima tion. At the Vi llacoublay 
a nnex, t he baro graph and speed indicator, on the a irplane used 
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for launching parachutes, are connected with Qn clectric circuit. 
By breaki nG t:le cir cuit at the morflent thc:.t it drops, the dummy 
insc r ibes on the diagr~ms the altitude and speed of the airpl~ne . 
The "S ervice Techni que" i s trying to i mp rove s till furtller 
the use of the motion-p icture camera, by means of wh ic~ the mode 
of op eration of the parachute may b e correctly ascertained. It 
has been learned in thi s way that, whe n opening, the upper part 
of t h e parachute bul ges f ir st, this spreading afterwards to the 
entire sai l. The in~ortance of the vent in the f ir st phase of 
opening may t h eref ore be under stood~ 
The maximum shock of opening i s mea su red, at the present 
time, by the ba ll dynamometer , but it may perhaps be best not to 
accept as infallible, the figur es giv en by this instru ment . The 
speed wi t l1 whi ch t h e impr ession i s made modifies the relation be -
t we en t he f orce and t he d i ameter of thc impres s ion. Moreov er, 
t h e pull on the dyna mometer i s exerted along some axis which can 
not b e known and wh i ch varies in each case.. It fol lOWS that the 
st re sses produced at di ff erent speeds and under di ff erent condi-
tions might not, perhaps , be recorded accurately. The "Servi c e 
Techni que" is about to adop~ a new mode of measurement of the s e 
stresses , i n order to ascertain whether the results are similar 
i n all cases . 
When all of t hese me t hods of neasurement have been p erfected, 
we will have all the mean s ne.ce ssary f or measuring t h e perform-
ances of parachutes and , as the result of systematic exp eriments, 
for the construction of as sa f e a parachute as could be de Sired , 
- - -- --- - - --- --- ---- -
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under t~e most different condi tions wi th respect to speed and load 
Th ese methods of t est j_ng have been a ppli8d in the calculation 
of t he performances of the different models enumerated in the fol-
lowing chapter . 
Chapter II. 
We wi ll now ~i8cuss the ya~ious types of parachutes used at 
the present time in FrancD and in other countries. The data at 
our disposal with re spec t to forei gn parachutes i s by no means 
complete and there is ::l ce:ctaj n amount of doubt as to the per-
formanc es of these pa :rachut,)s ) ei ther because they are already old, 
or because they have not been tes~ed by known methods. 
We have given the chief characteri s ti cs of each parachute, 
describ ed t he pack in which each is contained, the manner of fold-
ing adopted when used on airplanes and their mode of operation. 
The performances of each type are given in a table. As a matter 
of information , we will first discuss the experiments made in 1919 . 
I. SU~llmary of "Bulletin Techniquo" No < 22 .- The tests made 
at Chalais Meudon , Saint Cyr and VilluccublC1Y, were discussed i n 
tho "Bulletin Technique ll No. 22, April, 1919 . 
A) The It Service Techniquc lt f irst tried to adapt to airplanes 
the parachute used on balloons, which gives every guaranty of 
safety, both owing to it s manner of opening and its velocity of 
descent. The exper iments made with i t on airplanes gave go od re-
sults, but this mod el was not adopted for the following reasons; 
Q) It s wei ght (12 kg) ; 
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b ) Its bulk; 
c) Risk of not opening, owing to its position on the air-
plane; 
d) Diffi culties attending its installation in the fuselage 
(Fig . 12). 
B) Galbe Parachute (Fig. 13).- This showed less satisfactory 
behavior in the ai r than the ordinary parachutes. Its use was 
abandoned, owing to its velocity of descent. 
c) Parachute with spher ical sail (-Fig. 14).- Parachute 
6.9 m in diameter when open, depth 1.05 m, obtained by reducing 
the scale of the balloon parachut e, its performances being compar-
able with those of the latter. NevertL~less, the diminution of 
area resulted in percept i b ly increasing the shock at the moment 
of opening. 
The p rincipal results obtained with the various types of par-
achutes, are as fo llows: 
I Time to open Rate of descent Shock of opening 
I I min. I . I mean max. mean max . min. mean max . I rru n ., 
I 
sec . sec. sec. m I m m kg kg kg 
Galbe parachute 
\ Diameter at op- ! ening 5 m 
Geliot PI fabr i c 
( 90 g per m2 ) 3 2 2.4 7 . 14 5 6.07 
1
407 291 340 
Geliot P2 fabr i c I 
1
352 (7 5 g per m2 ) 4 2 I 3 7.14 I 5 6.07 1440 291 I ! I 
I 
I 
1 ! I I I i , ! 
.~ 
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Table ( cont inued), 
! I 
I Ti me to op en Ra te of d escent Shock of opening 
Iii I . I I max ' i ml n .! mean max . mi n . mean max. min . mean 
Spherical I I J Diameter at op- I 
ening 6 . 90 
m I Vent : 0 . 4 m 
Fabr i c 90 g 
per m2 
1 3 . 4 11. 4 12 . 4 5 . 56 3 . 67 5 407 300 337 
I Balloon par a -
chut e I 
Spher i cal I 
. 
Diameter at op- i 
ening 10 . 24 m I Vent : 0 . 5 m 5 3 i 4 4.7 5 3 . 35 4 250 175 220 
I 
1 
Oth er exp eri ments on a irp lane s , made at Vi llacoublay with a 
German parachut e (Fig . 1 5 ) and a parachute of 6 . 9 m, gave the fol-
lowing results , whi ch are .faul t y, pa r ticularly as concerns the ex-
c e ss i ve shock of ~pening . 
Rate of descent I Shock of opening 
I 
max . mi n . mean I max . ; j min. I mean 
m m m kg I kg kg 
Spheri cal pa r achute , di amet er 
at openi ng : 6 . 9 m; 
depth : 1 . 05 m 5 4 4 . 50 600 346 473 
Spheri cal para chute, di amet er 
I at openi ng: 6 . 9 m; d epth: 1 . 05 m 404 313 358 
Ger man parachut e, di amet er at 
openi ng : 5 . 8 m; d epth: 2 . 24 6 5. 20 5. 60 372 176 274 
- ---------~--------------------
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The following a re the principal types now i n use : 
II. S.T.Ae. 1919 Parachute.- The 1919 type (Fig. 16) is very 
satisfactory . The parachute opens sl owly, wh i ch lessens the shock 
More than six hundred descents were mad e wi t h a dummy without ac-
cident. This parachute is, therefore, very safe, strong and easi-
ly ma.naged . The manner of folding and launch i ng has been describec 
i na special r eport ·:(ln structions in t he use of t he airpl ane para-
chute of the S.T.Ae . 1919 tJ~e) . 
Characteristics.~ This parachute is made of Engl i sh cotton 
wei ghing 60 grams per square meter . l .t is 6 • .6 m in diameter and 
2 .6 m d eep . It is provided with twenty suspension lines 7.3 m i n 
length by 4 mm in diameter (each li ne havi ng a tensile strength of 
130 kg) and a central landing cord 11.4 m.long. The suspension 
lines and central cord a re joined below in a 10 mm served loop, 
to which are attached t wo lines 0 . 7, m in length carryi ng the snap 
hook-knives for the b elt. 
Pack.- The parachute is fo l ded into a pack of coar se canvas, 
wher e it is held by four weak springs. A cord runs across the 
top, being attached at one end to the airplane and at the o ther 
end to the vent of t he parachute by a b reakable cord. On 'each 
s ide of the pack there are two small cords furnished with snap 
hook and serving to attach the parachut e to the s traps of the b elt. 
Folding.- The so-called Ilumbreal la" method of folding should 
be used (Fi g . 17), This must be per fo rmed with the utmost care, 
since, if the sail is folded badly, it will not work properly. 
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It must be folded in the following manner: 
1 . Stretch the parachute and its ri gging on a canvas 
with the gores lengthwise . Pass two suspension lines into 
the sl it ~ade for this purpos e at the bottom of the pack. 
2 . Straighten out the rigging . 
3 . iVhen the parachute anc"L the suspension li:les have 
been stretched out, draw the fabr ic a~ay from the latt er , 
so that it forms only one l arge fold , ABC, between t~o 
consecutive l ines. ·,':hen the operation of folding has been 
completed, the fabric must be ou tside the susDension lines . 
4. Coil the ri gging very carefully in a figure 8 at 
the bottom of the pack . 
5. Grasp the sail and p lace it in the pack in zigzag 
l ayers. I t ~akes no cUffe:Lence if thc material i s crur~led . 
6. The po i nt of intersection of the vent of the para-
chute and the central cord is attached by a double 15 cm 
breakable cord to the cord of the cover of the pack. 
Opera t ion . - During the exper iment s, certain improvement s 
in connection TIith the fastening cords, were made i n the 
ori g i nal model . The cord connecting the user to the para-
c'mte was furn i shed 'Nith a snap hook- knife , by means of 
17"lhich the ob serveI' or the machine- gunner could very quickly 
free himself from, or attached hi msel f to, the parachute. 
The fastening system was still further simplified by elimin-
ating thE:: t'!vo 0 . 6 m cords ai1C1 replacing them by a metal 
cabl e connect ed ':ri t h the belt . 
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The S. T.Ae. fastened the bottom of the pack securely to the 
assembling loop of the suspension lines. During a trial, the 
tearing of this seam had pr evented the device from opening (See 
Fig . 18 ) 0 The cord, which is attached at one end to the a ir plane 
and at the other to the ~arachute by a breay~ble cord, was in-
creased in length from 4 to 7 meters , so as to prevent the para-
chute from catch ing on the tail of the airplane. The S.T.Ae. 1919 
model is excellent , but a little heavy and bulky for light air-
p l anes . The further efforts of experimenters should therefore be 
devoted to e ffect ing a reduction in we ight and volume. 
III. S.1 0.4.8<;: 1922 110cel. - A s ilk parachute was made for 
pur sui t and combat airplanes. Thi s was a reduced mode l .of .the 
S·T . Ae. 1919 type. 
Sail . - Usual S·T . Ae . 191 9 shape; reduction of linear di men-
sions in the ratio of 10 : 9 (19% reduction of area), which gives 
Diameter at opening 6.la m 
Rei ght of dome 2 .34 m 
Length of suspension lines 6 .57 m 
Same number of suspensio n l i nes 20 
Materials .- Li ght, st rong silk (not more ·than 40 grams per 
square met er) . 
The 2 . 5 rom cords are made of hemp and have a breaking strength 
of 65 kg . 
The landing cord is hemp and is 10.25 m in length. 
During the experiments, the susp ension lines were lengthened 
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and strengthened and the vent diminished in size . 
The time taken to open averages 4 . 8 seconds . The velocity 
of descent is about 5 .6 m per second. 
Pack.- The pack, which is made of coarse canvas, has the fol-
lowing dimensions : 
Hei ght, 60 cm; width , 34 cm; thickness , 10 cm. 
The pack is o f such hei ght that, when the wearer is sitting, 
it rests on the airplane seat without pull ing on his shoulders. 
I t is closed by a cord which passes through a series of rings on 
the foux flaps of the pack (Fi.g . 19 ). 
Folding.- The umbrella met~od descr i bed above i s again used 
here . 
Operation.- Two snap hook-knives , co nnected wi th the rip-cord, 
are attached to the breakable cord~ch keeps the pack closed. 
A pull by the rider cuts the cord which passes through the closing 
rings of t h e pack . The par achute opens under the action of the 
air . The opening may thus be e ffected automatically with the rip-
cord attached to the airp l ane, or controlled by the rider. The 
experi ments with this parachut e were v ery satisfactory. 
Per formances . 
Date Time to open Velo city Oscilla tions Landing 
4- 7-1923 4 . 5 sec . 5 . 70 m slight Gentle 
5 7-1923 4.2 
" 
4.34 .!I. none Very gentle 
17-10-1923 1.0 If 4.54 If If Gentle 
This parachut e, fo l ded a s described , was very satisfactory. 
The numerous tests, to which it v~s subj ected, demonstrated the 
,. 
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uniform and safe manne r in which it operated. At the present 
time t hi s i s one of our best pal'achutes . 
IV. Or .. !? pe.I?:.9..hy·t.§_lF~&..-:'ill ) . - .0118.1':.1.0-;: sri sti c s. - The Or s 
1922 parachute i s made of French s ilJ::. It is of the type known 
as the Ilflattened spl.eric:?P (or "oblate spherical") 'lith sixteen 
suspension li nes . :;:t is 9 mete'rs in G.iamete r and has a 15 mm 
vent . One of :'..ts characteristics is a device called a "draft 
tube , 1I consisting of a series of strong llght hoops a in any 
number desired (ten in the 1922 model), arranged one above the 
other between the loop, wh ich forms the connection of the suspen-
sion lines , and the cp::ming of the apex of the "parachute do me. " 
The s e hoops are conm~Gted with one another by the sma.ll 
lines '0 , the top hoop be ing attached to the central cord (land-
ing cord) and the lower to the connecting loop . An auxiliary 
disk c , measuring C.4 m in diameter and made of light cloth, is 
connected. with the centr a l cord by lines of sui table length and 
is outside of , and. separate from, the body of the parachute . 
Thi s disk, which is i nfl ated by t n e a ir as soon as the pack is 
opened , stretches the fastening cords and , drawing the main par-
achute forcibly from the pa ck, assures its operation ., 
fack.- The pack has a central portion, which constitutes the 
b ottom and in ,' hich the suspension straps of the harness are fas-
tened . Tri angular p ieces exten6 from t he edges of this central 
portion and these are provided with loops at the top and a re so 
arranged as t o lie s ide by s i de 1[v:1 en they are folded over the par-
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achute p l aced at the bottom of the pack . A cord runs through 
these loops in such a way as to hold the ends of the triangles to-
g ether and thus close the pack. 
Folding . - In order to place the parachute in its pack, the 
suspens ion lines aTe fastened by fours to the cane hoops forming 
the dra ft -tuo f;. ':'he sa il is fold ed li ke an umbrella. This method 
of folding must b 8 pe_:'fGrm8d by very expert persons, which is a 
great disadl.-antag,3 f Te m a milita.:ry poi r-t of view 
QD.':) ya t; ~_ O :l,, - 'f:-li s paracI1ute is either attached to the airplane 
or is co ntro :!' l ed direc~ly b y the user.- Th e latter pulls a cord, 
and t h i s o;:8 r [):te s a If 2,ull l u -c i ne" relea s e vvl:ich cuts the cord clos-
ing the pack . Th e 0p3ni n.g o f the paJ~ is greatly facilitated by 
rubber band so The sma ll au~"'.:iliary or "p il ,') t ' i pa.rachute causes the 
main parachute to ta:'rc0 the :~19s t f avorable po s j tion for opening 
and the a ir rEshes int o the "draft t ub e" and pushes out the sail 
by spreading the susp ensio n lines which, under the stress~ break 
their yarn fastenings and unfold . 
;p erformances . 
Date Time to op en Veloci ty Os ci lla tions Landing 
14-2-1922 1.2 sec . -0 t meas- -[ e ry slight Gentle 
ured 
23-5- 1922 1 . 2 II About 3 m II If If 
, 
This parachute has been tested i n numerous contests. Its 
complicated folding requires a very expert personnel and its em-
ployment is therefore re s t ~ i cted . 
V. Cormier Parachute (Fig. 21), Characteri stics ... - .cotton.. 
parachut e with spherical sail and central landing cord. Area 
about 40 square meters. It has s i xt -een go res, 3.4 m in length by 
1 . 22 m base ; a vent with a d i ameter of 0 .16 m; a central cord of 
10 . 50 m. The s ixteen br a ided hemp suspens ion lines are 7 meters 
long and 5 mm i n diameter. 
Pack.- I n the f irst type made, the s trong canvas pack was at-
tached underneath the fuselage and cl osed by a breakable cord 
" 
which ~as broken by a second cord ( rip- cord ) attached to the rider. 
Folding .- The suspension lines are fo l ded accordion-fashion 
in fourteen small sheaths attached to the i ns i de of the pack . 
This dev i c e prevents tangling of the lines . The fabric is folded 
accordion- fashion inside the pack . The back pack , which is of a 
new tyPe, is 55 cm in d iame ter and 20 cm thick . 
Operation .- The fl i ght tests nade at Villacoublay were very 
sati sfactory . 
Performances . 
Date Time to open Velo ci ty Oscillations I Landing 
, 
, 
15-5-1922 1.5 sec . 4 mls None I Gentle 6-6-1922 2 . 0 II 4 mls ~light " I 
29- 3-1923 3 . 8 II Not meas- strong I II ured I 
Owi ng to the quality of the fabr ic, the sai l may be made very 
smal l, but the shape of the pack of t h i s parachute makes it diff-
cult to use on an airplane that is no t especially arranged to ac-
commodate it. 
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VI. Blanqu~. er_;pa:~achut e (Fig . 22) . Charact eri stics.- Thi s 
co nsi st s of a spher ical sail with a supporting area of 44 m2 (cot-
t on)) twenty suspension lines and two inverted cones formed by the 
union of four straps ol d a ',)art a t the centor by a semiri gid ring 
or hoop . One of tbes8 conos is f olded in t Il e supporting surface. 
The other i s arranged to rec eive the suspension lines and pTevents 
them from beco ming tangl ed . The hoop a t the ed ge of the sail 
facil itat es the entra~ce of air . 
Pack o- Thi s is formed by two rubb er disks reinforced by the 
st ra9 s for closi ng the pack . At t he center of each of these disks, 
which a re about 90 cm i n diameter , there is a 45 cm hole. Th e 
ed ges of these ho les a re se 'Jed to getner and t he ends are folded 
towards the center and fastened by medns of a small cord. Th e 
case j thus obtained , is 4S cm in dia~eter and r~y be opened on 
b oth si des . 
Folding. - The parachute i s p l aced b etwe en the two disks and 
the pac k is opened by mea ns of a r i p- co rd connected vrith the 
breakable cord . This par a chute may be employed a s follows : 
1. Under the air.p lane, - The parachute i s then attached b y 
means of small cords rUillling througn the rings of t he pack. The 
end s of the suspensirn line s toward the ground are fastened by a 
3 m life-line to the u ser or to the load. 
2 . Fastened 0.P- the back. - Automatic opening, nhen fastened 
to t he airpl ane; or opaning controlled by the user. 
3 . As seat. 
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Operatio n .- The cord (land i ng cord ) which co nnects the vent 
formed by the t NO inverted con~s wi th the suspension ring is also 
provi ded wi th a so-called II acceleration ri ng . II By simpl y beari ng 
-
the wei ght on this ring vlhile falling, it is po ss i b le to change 
t he velocity of descent and a l so to flatten the sail when l anding . 
Perf ormance . - There hav e been no trials more r"ecent than 
thos e made at the contests of June and October, 1923 . 
VII. Robert Parachute (Fig . 23 ). Characteri s ti cs .- Thi s 
parachute , called the IIP 1'ovi d ence , 1I i s compo sed of a flat circular 
saia of J apanes e silk~ 8 . 5 m in di ameter . The sail has 24 go res , 
sti tched to gether and each p~ovi ced with a line sewed i nto the 
seam . At the center there i s a vent~ 6 cm square, crossed by two 
co rds, by means of vvhich the parachute may be hung up for dryi ng 
or inspection . 
I n order to p revent the suspensi on lines fr om becoming tan-
gl ed and to faci litate the fo l d i ng and unfolding of the parachute, 
t he inventor covered wit h clo th the twelve triangl es f ormed by the 
convergi ng rop es , from whi ch the susp ens ion lines start (Fig . 23 ). 
Each of these triangles is 2 . 5 m long and 1 . 05 m at the base . I n 
fo lding the parachute , each triangle is f olded a ccordion-fashion 
on it s base . 
The t welve suspens ion lines are assembled in two groups on 
t wo rings attached to t he belt . Thi s device enables the rider to 
va r y the velocity of d escent by pulling on one of the groups . 
Folding.- There are two methods of fo lding. 
--~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
" 
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1 . "Pumpkinll fO lding.- The parachute is spr ead out on the 
ground and rolled from the edge toward t h e center, the triangles 
being fi r s t folded accordion-fashion a t the rim of the sail. 
2 . ItUmbrella" folding.- Thi s is the method most generally 
used, as it is s i mpler and more r apid. 
Pac k . - The Providenc e parachute may be p l aced in a pack s , 
shaped like a flattened pumpkin , 45 cm i n di ameter by 10 cm in 
r ...... 
thickness . It is clo sed by a br ea l(able cord pass i ng through a 
series of r i ngs fast ened to the bands of the pack . The pack is 
opened by breaking this cord. Two snap hooks, in one of which 
there i s a cut ting b lade , a re adj u st ed for t hi s purpo se . The 
hook wi th t he blade cuts the closing cord and the other hook draW3:: 
out the cord from the rings . 
This para chute ca n e ither open automat ica ll y (attached to 
the airpl ane), o r it may b e opened by the rider. A small auxil-
i ary or pilot parachute assists the main parachute to open 
quickly. 
The constructor has made f ive parachutes of different char-
acteristics as fol lows: 
Diameter Fabr ic Wt . of Parachute Wt . of pack Total weight 
m kg kg kg 
6 . 5 sil k 4. 00 1 5. 00 
7.0 II 5 .10 1 6.10 
7.5 cott on 6 . 00 1 7.00 
8.0 sil k 4.85 1 5.8 5 
8 .5 II 7 . 85 1 8.85 
, 
.. 
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rIle pCl'formances were as follows : 
Diameter Material Time to I Velocity Os ciJ.- Landing 
Date la-
op en tions 
m sec. m I I 
23-5-1922 8.5 silk 1 4.5 s li ght r Very 
19 .... 9-1922 6.5 II 1.4 
gentle 
7.0 11 Rather 
hard 
16-1-1923 7.5 cotton 1.4 4.7 11 Very 
1-2-1923 7.0 silk 1.4 
1 
gentle 
5.4 none Rather 
hard 
1- 2-1923 8.0 11 0 •. 6 4.8 11 I Gentle I 
I 
-
The Robert parachute i s excellent, very carefully constructed 
and is used i n the French Naval Air Service . 
VIII. Fro i dure parachute (Fig. 24) . Characteri s tics .- Square 
parachute 2 meters on a side vii th a n area of 66.7 m2; made of 
French silk. An auxiliary parachut e, 1/30 the s i ze of the mai n 
parachute , assures the opening of the latter. 
There are ei ght suspension lines , made of 10 mm bra id ed cord 
and 8 meters long. The cent er cord i s made of three No. 5 strands, 
not laid and capable of withstandi ng a s tre ss of 202 kg. This 
co rd i s so adjusted as to give to t he op en parachute the form of 
four hemispher i cal pockets. Each pocket has a square vent at the 
center, so that the total a p er ture i s 300 cm2. 
Folding.- The pa rachute i s spread out on the ground with t he 
suspension lines on top . The corners of the squa re are fo lded 
four times on themselv es, care bei ng taken not to leave the sus-
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pension li nes i n the fo l ds of t he sail. This ope r ation is re-
peated with the square t hus obtai ned and i s continued unti l the 
parachute i s a compact mass , care being taken to keep the suspen-
sio.n lines and thei r point of attachment ou tside of the folds of 
the sail. The suspens ion l i ne s are co i led in a f i gure eight at 
the bottom of the pack . 
Pack.- Thi s is of the "pack-on-back" type and is made of 
strong canvas wi th a r i gi d r i m and a hol e at the top f or the strap 
wh i ch i s at the end of the suspens i on lines . The pack is closed 
by a cap edged wi th an elast ic band whi ch is fi tted to the rim 
of the pack. The auxil i ary parachut e i s attached by cords at f our 
po i nt s of the elasti c border o f the pack cover . I n unfoldi ng, 
this parachut e causes the cover to come off and pulls the main 
par achute from the pack 
P erformanc es . 
Dat e Ti me to open Velo ci ty Osci l l a t i ons I Landing 
sec . m I 
1 0 - 9- 1923/ 3 . 7 5 . 37 str ong 
I 
Hard 
17- 9-1923 1 . 5 4 . 85 11 11 
11 - 1 2- 1923 1 2 . 9 6 . 49 II II 
-
I 
Th i s parachute is no t suf f i ciently stable . The pack is in-
convenient and its fast en i ng cannot be depended on . During one 
test it opened in the pr opeller sl i pstream . 
I X. Ti nsonni er Parachut e (F i g . 25 ) . Character i st i cs .- Para-
chute with flat sai l of Engli sh cotton 8 . 75 m in d i ameter , area 
60 m and tw"el ve gores . At the edge of every t wo gores , flex-
• 
- - - - - ------------ ------
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ible whalebones are held in place by the circumference strap. A 
round central vent p revents eddies at the upper part of the par-
achute and ma inta ins the negat i ve pressure above the sail . There 
are t welve hemp suspension lines and a central landing cord. The 
fastening of the former i s fOfmed by a cotton patch reinforced at 
the center by a d oub le fo l d of crossed cotton . A small , wound 
cord , of the same kind as the suspens ion lines, i s attached to 
the loop of this fastening and the other end is spread on top of 
the first panel , so a s to distribute t~e stress over a larger 
portion of the sail. 
Folding .- The parachute is fo l deC'. like an umbrella.~ in tl1e up-
per part of a pack, w~ich is fastened to the back of the wearer . 
When t he sail is complet el y fo l ded , it i s enc ircled by the last 
whalebone , the purpose of t hi s being to accelerate the opening. 
Pack.- The pack is shaped like a box , t he cover and bottom 
being similar and one fi tt i ng into the other . The two parts are 
joined by eight b reakab le cords . A s l i t in t~e lower part of the 
pack allows the pa ssage of the connect i ng loop at the end of the 
sus~ension lines . 
The cover of t he pack i s connected by a c9rd with a po int on 
the a irplane. When the breakable cords give way, the suspension 
line s come out first alone , since the sai l is retained by the last 
whalebone . As soon as the sail emer ges, the pockets formed by 
the whalebones create a dr aft and a ssure the opening of the para-
chute . The velo c i ty of descent maj' b e varied by manipulati ng 
the central cords . 
--------- - -_.-------------- - - -
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Date Time to open Veloci ty Oscillations Landing 
17-9-1923 2 . 3 sec o 5.15 m strong Hard 
This pa rachute is very carefully constructed and is well 
adapted to airplanes . 
XII . G~r rN,1n P~~ac~~tes . H8inecke parachute.- The Heinecke 
parachute consists of the following ,?art s: 
1 . The pa rachute proper (Fi g . 26), comprising: 22 gores (a), 
and 22 suspension lines (b) , which are joined in two retention 
cables (c ), 1 central cord (d), 3 communication or breakable 
cords (e), the closi ng wires (f) and the opening or unfolding 
cord (g) . It has an area of about 40 square meters . 
2 . The belt (i) and 2 hooks (k) . 
3 . The pack (h) . 
F01di ng.- The parachute is spread lengthwise on the ground. 
The 22 suspension line s are so a rranged that they cannot get tan-
gl ed . The 22 gores are then so arranged that one-half lie on one 
s ide and the other half on the other s ide, tne eyelets, one over 
the other, with the folds outside (Fig . 27 ). 
The 2 retention cords are then drawn acro ss t h e opening of 
the pack in such a manner that their ends project about 30 cm 
from the opening (Fig . 28). The suspension lines are then coiled 
in the pack (Fi g . 29 ) and the sail is placed on top in the shape 
of a fan. The fo lds must lie on one another accordion-fashion 
(Fig . 29a). 
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The pack i s t h en c lo sed by running the longest of the two 
clos i ng wi r es (Fig . 30 ~ f ) through the 12 rings of the upper open-
ing of the pack ~ comnenc i ng at the cente r . 
hen the upper par t of t he pack is t hus closed, the other 
part i s closed i n t!1e same manner by ;,l eans of the shorter closing 
wire (Fig. 30 ff) . The 3 breakab le cords are t hen plac ed on top, 
beside t he sai l, a l mos t at the center of t h e opening. The pack 
is now covered and wakes a comfortable seat . 
Empl oyment. - The bel t is put on , the parachute is placed on 
the airpl ane seat , the wear er sit s on it , and t h e two hooks are 
adjusted i n the oval r ings of the bel t. The rip-cord is carefully 
attached to so me point i n s ide t he a irp l ane . The belt is so made 
that it cannot sl i p and the jump may be made ei ther feet or head 
foremost . After each Q.- e s.pent -tl1 e t:lree breay..able cords must be 
replac ed . These must be of unequal length~ , about 50 , 55 and 60 
cm . They are attached to the l a ndi ng cord and to the rip-cord, 
but under no circumstances to the cross- cord.s of th e vent . 
The centrQl l anding co rd serves to regul at e the velocity of 
descent . I ndividual instruction i n its use is absolutely neces-
sary . By giving a sl i ght pull on this cord , t he v ent is narrowed , 
the result b e i ng to reduce the rate of descent . On the other 
h and , by pulling i t harder the parachute wi 11 fall more rapidly , 
whi ch is nece s sary when exposed to enemy f ire. Th e centr a l cord 
a l s o serves to gather to gether a nd refo ld the parachute after the 
descent . 
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The following are the results obtai ned at Villacoublay with 
thi s parachut e: 
Dat e Load Ti me to Veloc i ty Os cilla- I Landing Shock of 
open tio!l.s I opening 
kg sec . m ! kg 
18-12-1 923 78 1 .7 4 .95 Sli ght I Gentle I 472.5 
i 
Holt parachute , so- called "aut0chu.ta ll .- In this parachute a 
new principle is found i n the f orm of a variable retarding mech-
ani sm wh ich control s the op eni ng of two 'pilot parachut es and which 
i s started by t h e aviato r immedia tely before jumping. This device 
eliminates the necessit y for any action after jumping . Under cer-
tain circumstances , indeed, the r i der mi ght be unable to pull a 
releas e cord dur ing descent. Moreover , the parachute pack forms 
part of the jac.ket of the wearer, whi ch does away wi th the dis-
comfort of the haversack 
There are three parachutes arranged in tandem (Fig. 31): 
a) Auxiliary pi lot; 
b) Ma i n p ilot (or shock- absorb i ng pilot); 
c) Main par achut e . 
The auxiliary pilot i s no t essential and is made as light 
as possible, s ince it i s not subjected to any severe s tress . 
It s function i s to insur e the posit ion of the main p ilot, so that 
the latter will inflate as qu i ckly as possi ble. I t is provided 
wi th an opening (called a "posit ive" opening). Even if it should 
-
. not open, the main pilot would inflate by itse l f, al though mo re 
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slov-vly, since it is very compact and comparatively heavy. 
The pack forms part of the jacket of the aviator and, conse-
quently, there are no projections which might catch on the a ir-
p l ane, or interfere with the movements of the aviator, either 
uhi le piloting or in leaving the airpl ane hurriedly.. As soon as 
the aviator is sea ted, t he entire wei ght of . the parachute rests 
on the seat. The two pilot parachutes are released by a retard-
ing mechanism which is started by drawing out a pin. This mech-
anism is made of non-oxi di zable s teel and silver-plated brass, sO 
that no lubrication is needed. If the retarding device fails to 
function, t h e parachute can still be released by the rider hi m-
self, by drawing out a se cond, sLort-circuit, pin. The device 
may be used in three different wa ys : 
a ) When t he aviator is expert, the p in is attached to a 
cord fastened to the 0 ther end of the sea t and just long enough 
to enable the user to climb out of his plaoe so as to jump. When 
there are s everal pa s sengers on t he airplane under the guidance 
of an experienced aviator, t h e cords may be grouped at a point 
at which he can control t hem, In eith er case, the delay will be 
increased to about t wo s econds or two seconds and a half. 
b) But without doubt the best manner of employing the re-
tarding device (and which would p robably be used by any experi-
enced aviator) is to disp ense entirely with the cord. The avia-
tor will get into posi ti~n to jump and will then draw out the pin 
of the retarding system which wi l l be so adjusted as to delay 
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opening for one-half second, or one second at the ~most. Even if 
he forgets to pul l out the p in before jumping he ca n remove it, 
or the short- circui t pin, after jur~ing ~ 
c) If the aviator prefers, i~stead of dispensing with the 
cord, he may have one longer t han those for the passengers , so 
that he may move allover the a irplane and jump from any pOint . 
When he moves, he must hold the cord in his hand, so ~hat it may 
not be jerked acci dentally. 
d ) If the airplane is at a low altitude, the aviator, i ;:0.;';1e-
d iately after jumping , may pullout the short-circuit pin and. o.Y 
this means entirely eliminate t he delay. While the main para-
chute is oeing released f rom its pack , it is fall i ng at a rate 
which depends on the suppo rting powe r of the main pilot, dimin-
i shed by : 
1 . The fo rce necessary to release the main parachute from 
it s pack (a force which may be considered as almost negligible) . 
2 . The wei ght of t he po rtio n of the mai n pa rachute a l ready 
relea sed f rom the pack . 
Owing to this slowing up of its descent , the main parachute 
does no t i nflate until the suspension lines are compl etely ex-
tended . The shock of opening i s p roduced twi ce : As soon as the 
cords ar e completely extended, the ent ire we i ght is supported by 
t he main pilot. But when the mai n parachute expands , t he weight 
of the rider pulls on t he sail. The shock to t he main parachute 
is therefo r e sli ght and the shock- absorbing pilot i s of no further 
use . It appears that this mechanism ( with a second retarding pin) 
~ - - - -------------------~ 
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may be a little complicated in certain cases. 
XIV. Mai l Parachutes .- I n acdition to it s chief function 
of savi ng life, the par achute may be put to an important use in 
the mail service , or in deliveri ng suppli es by airplane, by mak-
ing it unnecessary for the latter to l and. 
For this purpose some device must be used which will make it 
po ss ible for the airpl ane to drop a ba g or a package from a com-
parat ively high al titude i n such a way that it will fall to the 
ground withi n a small radius. The parachute should at first fall 
almost f r eely and not open entirely until near the end of its de-
scent . On leaving the a irpl ane , it g eneral l y fa l ls at the rate 
of -from 10 to 11 meters p er second and slows up at 40 meters from 
the ground, to land at from 3 to 4 me ters per second. 
A parachute with two speeds has been invented by Messrs. 
Perrin and Bourgeoi s (Fi gs . 32- 33), it s princi ple of operating 
being as fo llows ! The sa il of the parachute is divided into two 
main parts , the lon er part f o r mi ng the crown, and the upper part 
or cap connected wi th th i s by cords of such length that a down-
ward pull on t h e apex of the cap deta ches the latter from the 
cro~m, leaving a gap between them and, if the tension is suffici-
ent, reduci n g the support i ng surfa ce of the parachute . The pack-
age i s susp ended from the crown by r.1e a ns of a cord, a ll danger of 
t a ngling being thu s eliminated. A long central cord, a t the end 
of whi ch a suitable wei gh t is attached , is attached to the apex 
of the cap. 
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\Vhen , the :parachute descends, this cord, actuated by the weight 
~ihi ch it car r i es , pull s on the cap -yhi ch prevents the crown from 
sp reading out enti rely and forms a valve. The parachute then falls 
very swiftly (more than 18 meters per second). On reaching the 
ground , the central cord is reli sved of its weight and the valve 
c loses. The parachute is retardoo_ by opening compl etely and the 
package strikes the ground at a SiJeed of about 4 meters per second. 
Chapter III. 
The various experiments wi th parachut es show that the best 
types are very similar in performanc e, but that they are all capa-
ble of improvement, eithe r as to bulk, weight, folding (avoidance 
of compl ications neces s itati ng t h e services of a specialist ), or 
fabric (elimination of si l k , which is diff i cul t to store, deterior-
ates from dar~ness and is difficult to f ireproof). 
I n order to obtain the i mprovements recognized as necessary, 
a contest of a irplane parachutes was held at the end of the year 
1922 , at the suggestion of the lI'Dlaison Ni euport-Astra ll VI i th the 
cooperation of the As sistant secretary of Aeronautics and Aerial 
Transportation. This contest was guverned by the following regu-
lations: 
Regulations.- The essential quali ti es of a military parachut e 
were considered to be , in the order of their i mportance: 
1. Safety; 
2 . SnBll bulk and wei ght; su itable devices for it s installa-
tion on an airplane ; 
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3 . Rapidity of opening attended by only a sl i ght shock; 
4 . Slow descent ; 
Moreover, conslderation was to be given to t he following ele-
ments which , a lthough they cannot be measured accurately, lar~ely 
determine the p ractica l va lue of a par acDute. 
5 . Kind of fabric and the country from which it comes; 
6 . Po ss ibility of the aviator ' s i ncr easing his rate of de-
sc ent. 
I n drawing up the regulations, it was attempted to take these 
different elements into a ccount, part icula rly i n reckoning the 
points necessary for wi ~~i ng . 
Since safety is an e ssential condit ion, no parachute concern-
ing whi ch t here were any doubts on this score could be considered. 
Addi tional prizes were provided f or parachute s having special safe-
ty guarant i es . 
A waxi mum rate of descent of 5 . 5 m was prescribed by the reg-
ulat ions. This was admi ssi b le, since it corre sponds to a free fal l, 
a fter jumpi ng , of only 1 ~ 5 m. However, in o rder to avoid a rough 
landing, parachutes havi ng le ss veloc ity of descent were given the 
preference . 
A bonus was accordingl y given for any dini nution of this ve-
locity . I n awarding t hese bonuses, the construct or s were not en-
couraged to try to decrease the surfac e area , and co nsequently the 
bulK'".-_: .. and .:. wei ght, of t heir parachutes., unless, by doing 90, the 
most advantageous r ate of descent could b e obtained, not exceeding 
, 
app roximately 4 . 50 met ers per second f or cotton and 4 meters for 
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si l k . 
A p remium was a warded for linen or cotton parachutes, which 
have the advantage of being easy to store., can be made f:~reproof 
and are cheap . Nevertheless, this premium could only be awarded 
to parachutes having an already reduced volume and wei ght (less 
than 6 kg). . 
Lastly, a prize was p rovided for French prodUcts, in order 
to encourage French indus tries and to be able, in case of war , 
to dispense with foreign suppliesA 
The othe r premiums need no explanation, e speciall y those 
awarded to parachut es wit h which the rate of descent may be var-
ied . This characteristic will enable a military p i l ot forced to 
descend during a f light, either to escape more rapidly from the 
enemy or t o choose, to a certain degree, his landi ng pl ace. More-
over, variable- speed parachutes are i ):l1po rtant for the mail service. 
The following regulations were based on these considerations! 
Regulations for the Parachute Contest. 
Approved by Department Order 7922/2 A of the S.S .E.Ae., 
De c ember 11 , 1922 . 
Art i cle l .. ~ At t he suggestion of the II Maison Ni euport-Astra ll 
and with the cooperation of the Assist ant Secretary of Aeronautics 
and Aerial Transportation, a contest naB . b~.ep·':" ar_rapged:r:u:t :: .. air-
plane parachut~s . 
Ar ticl e 2 .- This contest shall be endowed wi th thr ee prizes 
consisting of 20 , 000 f rancs offered by the Soci ete Nieuport-A stra 
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and of an equal sum offered by the Assistant Secretary. 
Th e first prize shall be 30 , 000 francs. 
The second pr ize shall be 6 , 000 francs. 
Th e t hird ~ri z e shall be 4,000 francs. 
Moreover, various sums shall be atLded to the first two 
prizes, as stated in Article 3~ 
50 
The prizes shall be awarded to the three parachutes which 
shall have totaled the most points, as stated in Article 12 . No 
prize shall be a Jarded , however, unl ess the t ota l number of points 
exceeds 650 . 
Articl e 3 . - All competitors must be 
1. Of French nationality; 
2 . Their parachutes must have boen manufactured in Franc e 
by a French firm or manufacturer . 
The same competi tor may enter s evera l parachutes, on condi-
tion tnat they differ from one .another. This latter point shall 
be decided by the jury, without appeal . 
The parachutes must be sent to the It Service Technique 
de l ' Aeronau tique ll by June 1 , 1923, and each one must be accompa-
nied by a sample of the fabric, measuring 0.50 x 1 meter, bearing 
the trade-mark and stamp of the manufacturer, and by a detailed 
report concerning t h e installation of the parachute on ail" aiJ:, _. 
plane and. the mode of erl!i) loyment of the parachute, 
An entry fee of 200 francs for each parachute shall be sent, 
hy the same date, to the IIIIJIai son Ni eupott- Astra ll wi th vouchers 
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showing that the two conditions at the beginning of Article 3 
are satisf ied. 
The entry fees shall be returned after the contest to the 
candidates whose parachutes shall have won urizes. The balance 
shall be divided between the first two prizes in the proportion 
of 3/4 to the first prize and 1/4 to the second . 
I n case no pri ze is awar~ed, all fees shall be returned. 
Article 4 .- The parachut es sha l l be examined by a CO~Dittee 
of five members , two apPo i nted by the Director of the "Service 
Technique de llAeronautique lt and t wo by the Director of the 
II Soci et e Ni euport-Astra . II The President shall be appointed by 
the S.S.E.Ae. 
Article 5.- Before each trial, the f ollowing parachutes shall 
be eliminated! 
1. I ncomplet e parachutes , that is to say, not having all 
of the accessories necessary for their use on an airplane (envel-
ope , cords , straps , belt , etc .). 
2 . Parachutes having a total weight of more than 7 kg, not 
including belt and connect i ng cord (life-line), but all other 
acces sor ies. 
3 . Those having an over-all bulk exceeding 25 liters, not 
including belt and life-li ne , but all other accessories. 
4 . Those wi th an area of less than 30 p~-, 
5 . ThOse whose fabric· would not wi thstand a i. ,:. nr-;ion of 300 
kg per meter and whos e suspension lines would ' not support a 
wei ght equalling 3000 kg 
n ' 
n being the number of suspension 
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lines. Tensile tests shall be performed dry, without special pre-
liminary preparation of test- pi eces . 
Article 6 .- The parachutes retained f or practi_c&.l tests shall 
be dropped eight times from a balloon and twice from an airplane. 
The latter number may be i nc reased by the jury, if the mea.ns at 
the di sposal of the S. T. AE;). .permi t . 
During the two descents from an airplane, the maximum stresseo 
to which the point of attachment of the parachute to the aviator 
is subjected shall be measured . During the eight descents from 
balloons the time of opening and the velocity of descent after 
opening.?~~ll be measured . 
Article 7 .- No parachute shall be awarded ~ 'prize, if it 
fails once, or if one of the measured maximum stre sses is found 
to be gr eater than 300 kg, or if the fac tor of safety (which will 
be defined later) is found to be less than 10, or if the time 
taken to open exceeds 3 seconds a single time, or if the velocity 
of descent wi th a dummy weighing 80 kg is greater than 5 . 5 meters 
per second . 
Article 8 .- The maximum stresses shall be measured by means 
of a S. T.Ae . ball dynamometer especially adapted for parachute 
tests . 
Article 9.- The factor of safety shall be determined by di-
'viding the breaking strength of the weakest part of the parachute 
by the maximum stress supported by this part at the moment of 
opening. The stresses to ~hich the di f ferent parts are subjected 
shall be determined by means of the formulas used by the IIService 
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Technique de lIAeronauti que," assumi ng the r,'la,ximum stress to b e 
applied in the axis of t h e parachute a t the moment when the latter 
has completely opened . 
Art i cl e 10.- The spe eds of opening and of descent shall be 
measured by t h e off i ci al s top- watches of the Aero Club. The 
first of these t wo measurements shall be verified by mo tion pic-
tures as far as po ss i b le. 
Ar t icle 11 .- The volume of each par achute shal l be measured 
after the latter has been f olded by the i nventor or by an accred-
ited representative, by the volume of sand nhi ch i t displaces in 
a pr eviously gaged re·ceptacle. 
Article 12.- The pa rachutes shal l be awarded pri zes accordi ng 
to the number of points obtained by ea ch one, as follows! 
1. Calculation of the elements increas ing the ir safety! 
Two points per 10 kg of mean maximum shock of opening be-
low 300 kg . 
Three points p er unit of t he fact or of safe ty ab ove 10 and 
up to 25 . 
A numbe r of points bet ween 0 and 20 , awar ded by the jury, 
for quality and fini sh . 
2 . The facility with whi ch the parachut e can be installed 
on an ai rplane. 
One po int f or each 50 cm 2 below 25 liters (no t includi ng 
belt and life-line, but a ll other a cc essories) . 
Two points per 50 grams below 7 kg (not including belt and 
life-line, but a ll other acc essori es ). 
• 
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A premium of forty points for any parachute capable of func-
tioning without being attached to t h e airplane. 
A number of points b etween 0 and 20, awarded by the jury, 
f or the convenience of the outf it f or the aviator a nd for ins t a l-
lation on the airplane . 
3 . Three points per tenth of a second of the mean time tak-
en t o open below 3 seconds , when t he parachute is dro pped f ro m a 
balle>:on . 
4 . " Twenty-five points p er 10 cm of rate of de s cent le ss 
than 5 .5 meters per second • 
5 . A p remium of two hundred points, if t he f ab ric of t he 
p a rachute, silk, cotton or linen, has been woven in France, or in 
the French colonie s , or in the countries of the Protectorate, the 
inventor b eing required to show proof of t he same. 
6. Fro m 0 to 20 pOints, a warded by the jury, f o r t h e be-
havior of t h e parachute i n the air ( stability, damping of o s-
cilIa tio ns). 
7 . From 0 to 50 pOints, a warded by the jury, f or the man-
ner in which t h e a v iator shall be able to va ry the velocity of 
descent. Th e s e points shall be awa rded only i n t ho s e case s i n 
which the ri d er shall giv e a p rac t ical demonstration at the 
ei ghth ju mp fro m the balloon, under t he sup ervis ion and a t t he 
expense of t h e i nv entor. 
Article 13.- Each competitor, or his a c credited representa-
tive, shall b e present at all t he t ests of his parachute or par-
achutes in order t o f old them, to see that the descents are made 
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in conformity with the instructions contained in Article 3 and to 
make such minor repairs as may be considered necessary, provided 
the latter can be made on the experiment grounds in less than one 
hour and that t he damage has been pLeviously ascertained by the 
jury. 
I n case of absence, t hes e operations shall be performed by 
the jury at the r i sk and peril of the competi t or. 
ND complaints of the manner in which a descent has been pre-
pared or per f ormed shall b e considered after the te st. 
Arti cle 14. - The Government and the Societe Nieuport-Astra 
decline all responsibility f or any accidents which may occur to 
the material shown by the competitors, or to the personnel in 
their service, during t he tests. 
Article 15.- Any false declaration, or infraction of the con-
ditions of the present regulations shall give t he right of exclu-
sion from consideration in awarding the p rizes. 
The decisions of the jury shall b e final. They shall be made 
by the majori ty of the members present, the vote of the Presi-
dent being decisive, in case of a tie. The number of t he memb er s 
of the jury making the decisions shall be at least three. 
Perforrmnce s during the Oontest in June, 1923. 
Af ter the publication of the pr eceding regulations, a con-
te st took pl ac e in June, 1923 . 
There were seven parachutes: 
Blanquier parachute.- Pa rachute with a spherical, cotton 
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sail , equipped with twenty suspension lines and having a., 
hoop, known as the ri de Garnerin, II fo r facilitating the entrance 
of air on opening . 
Cormier par achute .- Cotton, spheri cal sail, 40 ~2 ,< provided. ,' 
. ;. 
with sixteen suspension lines and having the same chara~teristics 
a s the Blanqui er •.... . ~ \ 
Froidilre parachute .-: Sq~p<r,B, silk :'E?ai'i, 62 m2; nine suspen-
sion lines; no v ent . .. '. 
Ors parachute .- Round~ ' spherical cotton sail; sixteen sus-
pension l i nes ;' provideq.. wi th II draft tub e. fI 
Robert parachute.- Flat, cotton parachute, wi th eight sus-
.,' : 
pension li nes, each subdivided Into three . 
Parachute of the Socie'te d.tEtucle et de Construction s lAppar-
eils d e Telemecanique, II Spheri cal , cotton sail, wi th twenty sus-
pension li nes . 
Tinsonni er parachute .- Flat, cotton parachute, 50 m2, with 
s i xteen suspensi on lines . 
Elimi nating tests .- All of the parachutes satisfied the con-
ditions with respect to volume and maxi mum weight , mini mum area 
and strength of f ab ric. 
T~lree of them did no t satisfy the condition regarding the 
st rength of the suspension li nes (Blanquier, 2680 ~g ; Froidure, 
1 800 kg; Ors, 3600 kg). 
Nevertheless, owing to the sr~ll numb er of competitors , it was 
dec ided t o test all of the parachutes. 
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A) De scents from balloon wi th dummies weighing 80 kg at 
tached to the parachutes . - The Tinsonnier parachute failed to open 
on first trial and was eliminated. 
No unusual incident attende& the eight descents of the other 
parachutes. 
Time taken to open. - The jury decided to reckon thi s fro m 
the moment that the pack opened. Since the pa rachutes, with t he 
except ion of the Froidure, were opened by means of a 2- meter cord 
attached to the balloon, tile time between the dropping of the 
dummy and the complete opening of the parachute was reduced by 
0.7 second. 
In the case of the Froidure, the releasing device of which 
consisted of a small auxiliary parachute, the time was computed 
from the opening of the latter. 
Moreover, since, in spite of precaut ions, the time measure-
ments were considered li kely to contain errors (owing to the dif-
ficulties of observation) it was decided to apply the eliminating 
clause only in cases when opening took mo re than 3.6 seconds. 
Under these conditions, the mean times t aken in opening were 
the following: 
Blanqui er, 3.9 sec . with maxi mum of 4 .8 sec . 
Cormi er, 2 .3 I I \I It \I 3 . 6 \I 
Froidure, 1.9 \I \I \I 11 2 .7 \I 
Ors, 2 .3 II \I \I II 3.9 \I 
Robert, 3.2 \I \I \;\1 II 4.6 \I 
S.E.C.A.T . 4.5 \I 11 \I \I 4.8 If 
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The Froidure and Cormier p2..raCi1utes nere thus the only ones 
to satisfy the stipulated conditions with respect to opening. 
Rate of descent . - By me~ns of the cable unrolled by the bal-
loon and of baro graphs it was po ssible to make close approximate 
calculations of the al ti tudes from ¥!hi cn the parachutes were 
dropped . 
Owing to the lack of special recordi ng instruments, it was 
impossi b le to cal culate , vvi th absolute accuracy, the altitude at 
whi ch the parachute opened . On the other hand, an attempt was 
made to measure the veloc i ty of descent by means of a plwl1b-line 
of known length hanging be low the clUi.1i-:1 Y. I f the line is long, 
however , a very sizable error wi l l result from its deflection. 
I f it is short, the resul ts wi l l be wrong owing to the fact that 
the rate of descent of the pa.raci1Ute is not uniform, and in par-
t i cular, because it i s very noticeably affected by eddies near 
the ground . 
Under these conditions , the alt i tude a t which the parachute 
opened was cal culated by taki ng as the ba s is the space which the 
dummy woul d have traversed during the time taken to open. This 
distance was dii'!li nished by a certain quanti ty, owing to the re-
sistance of the air . 
This hypo thesis is somewhat arbitrary, but , given the alti-
tudes at whi ch the descents were macle (for the mo st part at from 
400 to 580 meters ) the pos Eible errors with respect to velocity 
were less than 5% and we~e approxim~tely the same for all the 
contestants . 
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The mean figures found under these condi tions are as follows: 
Blanquier, 5 . 6 m/s 
Cormier , 5 . 3 II 
Froidure , 4 . 8 II 
Ors , 4 . 6 II 
Robert, 5 . 8 II 
S. E. C. A.T . , 6 . 2 II 
The Froidure , Cormier and Bl anquier parachutes were lacking 
in stabili ty, the oscillations of the f i r st two a mounting to as 
much as 45° and those of the Blanquier to 300 • 
I t was therefore reasonab l e to add to the gr o ss measured ve-
lo c i ty the maximum vert i ca l velo ci ty that a pendulum 8 meters 
long and wi th o sci l l ations of t hi s ampl i tude would have, namely, 
• 2 meters for the Cormi er and Froidure and 0 . 5 meter f or the 
Blanquier . We thus have : 
Blanqu i er , 6 . 1 ml s 
Cormi er , 7 . 3 II 
Fro i dur e , 6 . 8 II 
Ors , 4 . 6 II 
Robert , 5 . 8 II 
S. E. C. A. T., 6 . 2 II 
According to these f igures , only the Or s would be acceptable; 
nevertnele s s , i f a po ss i b l e error amounti ng to 5% in the measure-
ment of velocities i s taken into ac count, the Robert may ne con-
sidered as likewise t o be retained . 
- - - - - ->--- ----
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The Ors was the only one to vary the rate of descent as pro-
vided in the p rogram. By bearing his weight on one of the suspen-
s ion lines, the rider was able to incre~se the r a te of descent by 
a pproxi mately Oc3 miS e This is not rauch of a gain, however . 
B) Descents from airp l anes o - Three airplanes, two Breguet 
two- s eaters , and one Potez limousine, esp ecially fitted, were 
used in the parachute te s ts at Villacoublay . 
I n t hes e tests the defect ivene s s of certain parachute packs 
·was demons trated . It wa s found t hat they mi ght open prematurely 
in a viol ent wind (Froidure) and d emonstrated the necessity of 
very careful fo lding and ty i ng (Cormier, Blanquier). 
Maximum stres ses .- The ma,xi mum stresses on openi ng Vlere 
measured by the Brinnel method , a bal l dynamomet er being inserted 
between the dummy and t he parachuteo 
These measurements are open to cr iti cism, as they do not 
. I g i ve an absolute value for the stre s s (owing to the effects o.f 
i nert i a ) , but only a means of comparison. However , in the ~~-
sence of any more sati sfactory method , they were used and gav e 
the fol lowi ng results : 
Bl anquier, 315 kg 
Cormier , 475 II 
Fro i dure, 560 II 
Ors , 295 II 
Robert, 255 TI 
S.E . C. A.T., 1 00 it 
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The maximum shock of openi ng of the Cormier and. Froi_clure pa~, 
achutes was therefore too great . St rictly speaki ng , that of the 
Blanquier mi ght be admi s sible, in view of possi ble errors of meaE 
urement. 
RaDidity of ouening and rate of descent .- These were of the 
same order as t hose found in descents fro m balloons . The measure-
ments of the latter hav i ng been mOT e m~merous, better and r.1ore 
accurately pBrformed 9 the f i gures furnished by them were kept 
\'v i thou t change ., 
FactoX' of G .fety (Frcid"':lr~).- Along the nine cords '.vh i ch p ro-
long the suspension lines and brace the sail of this parachut e, 
there are reinforcin~ bands which alone transmi t the pull exerted 
by the dummy wei ght . Since the fabric i s attached to these cords 
it is probably stretched too much 8 1d must bear the shock of op-
eni ng alone Q Moreover, opening was very r apid and the fabric was 
torn duri ng the tes"c. The factor 0:;: safety was thus sho m to b e 
cl earl y inadequate . 
Bl anqui er, Co=mier , Ors, S.C . E,A . T.- The fastenings of the 
slispension lines const i tuted the '."lea k point of these parachutes . 
Their safety factors as deduced fro r,1 the def i n i tion i n t he regu-
la t i011S and from breaki ng te st s per f ormed wi t h s i mi lar fast 8ni ngs ~ 
are': 
Blanquier, 2 
Cormier , 4 
Or s } 20 7 5 
S . E<C . A ~ T ., 5 . 25 
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All f our were inadequate . 
Robert. - Thi s was the most carefull y constructed of the siJ 
exam ined . The sai l was equipped 'wi th a netl.'Vork of cords p rolo n[ 
ing suspension lines . I t was also reinfo rced by seams all along 
these cords . The ~hole had a safety fact or amounting to 13.55 . 
Conclus ions .- None of the parachutes satisfied the conditio l 
of the contest . The jury found that the majority of the para-
chutes pos sessed very i mportant qualities, from di ff erent points 
of view , ana undoubtedly r epresented a step toward the productior 
a 
of/ sat i sfactory parachute . They , the r efore, decided to return 
the entry ~ees t o all competi to r s ~nd to award thre e premiums to 
the best parachutes : Ors , Robert and S.E .C . A.T. 
With respect to the money no t award ed , the jury decided to 
u s e it as a prize at a second cont est limited to the seven com-
peti tors . 
Contes t of Octob er , 1923 . 
The regulations were sli ghtly changed for this second con-
test , as follows : 
Art i cle 1 .- All arrangement s cont ained in the program of the 
f irst conte st ( approved by Departmental Order 7922/2A of December 
11, 1922 , of the 8.S . E.) sh~ll be retained , except in so far as 
they may be opposed to those contained in the following articles : 
Art i cle 2 .- The s even competitors participating i n the f irst 
parachute contest shall be admi t ted to the second without payment 
of any entry fee . 
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Each contestant shall enter but one parachute . This shall 
be s ent to t h e S.T.Ae. b efore October 15, 1923 . In addition, sa 
pIes of the f ab ric a nd cordage u s ed shall be sent to the S·T.Ae. 
wi th c"Locument s shovring the ir source, b efore October 1; 1923. 
Article 3 . - Each para chute shall descend three ti mes only 
from an airp lane and measurements shall be made as prescribed by 
the pro gram of Dec emb er 11 , 1922 . 
Artic~e 4. - No minimum value is prescribed for the strength 
of the suspension lines and fabric . The entire parachute should 
have a mi nimum sa fety f actor of 8 , with reference to the maximum 
shock, account being taken of the peculiarities of the di f ferent 
parts (knots, obliquity of susp ension lines, etc . ). 
Article 5 ~ - The releas e system used during the experiments 
shall consist of a 4- meter ri p- cord a ttached to the airpl ane. 
The cord connect i ng the dum.my to the parachute life-line shall 
have a maximum length of 1 meter . 
The maximum admi s s ible time for opening shall be 4 seconds, 
counted from the time of droppil1g t he dUInmy to the complete open-
ing of the parachute . 
Article 6 . - S. T. Ae . s top- wat ches shall b e used f or measuring 
the time . 
Results of the conte st of October , 1923. - Five of the seven 
former competitors entered a parac~ute in this contest. 
Robert parachute . - Flat so.,il rnade of fairly he2..vy cotton 
( wei ghing 6 . 97 kg , volume 21.5 lit er s ), carefully and strongly 
constructed. 
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Cormier narachute .- Owing to the very strong and t i ghtly 
st ret ched cot t on used for this parachute , the surface a rea was 
reduced to 40 m2. It wei ghed 6 . 9 kg and had a volume of 19 l iter 
when i n it s pack. 
Ot's par achute .- co tton , wei gl1i ng 6,-" 9 kg, wi th a vo l ume of 
18 . 3 liters . 
Froidure parachut e .- Silk, same type as in the precedi ng 
cont est . Wi th a sur face ar ea of 66 m 2, it wei ghed only 6 . 5 kg 
f or a volume of 19 . 4 lit ers . 
Ti nsonnier parachute .- cotton, wei ghing 6 . 9 kg, wi th a sur-
face area of 60 . 9 m2 and a volume of only 16 . 9 liters. 
Each parachute was dro pped thr ee times from an airplane. 
1 • A t 9 5 kml h r . ; 
2 . At 1 20 II 
3 . At 160 II 
The per f ormances of the different pa rachutes are given in 
the fo llowi ng table : 
Parachutes Max . shock "!lax . time ,;:tate of stability 
of op ening to open descent 
kg sec · mls 
Robert 49 7 2 . 4 5.74 Good . 
Cormi er 681 4 . 2 5 . 10 Very good. 
Ors 50 5 7 . 4 4 . 90 strong oscilla-
tions at f irst. 
Froi dure 525 3 . 2 4 .40 poor. 
Tinsonn i er 477 I 
3 . 4 4 . 90 Good . 
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The effect of the violent shock 9 roduced on opening was ex-
ces s ive and three parachutes (Ors, Froidure and Cormier) were 
t o rn . Thus, none of the paIachutes satisfied the prescribed con-
di tions and it !ni gh t be considered that they showed very Ii ttle 
improvement as compared wi th tho s e pa rtic1t.pcttip:g in the precedine 
contest . (The present regulation S.T . Ae. parachute compares fav-
orably , at least, with t he Tinsonni e7 who se performances were 
the most s a tisfactory .) 
GE::nera1 conQlusions . - At the second contest it was demon-
stratecl that, in the case of ai rplanes moving at a h i gh rate of 
speed ( single- seat pursuit a irpl a nes or even a rmy-corps air-
planes ), it wa s necessary for the sai l to be s trong, carefully 
made and homogeneous . I t was found, in these trials, that t h e 
shock of opening increas ed , as a rule , with t he speed of the 
a i rp l ane . 
The fo lloning table giv es the results obtained during t h e 
contest . 
At 95 kg/hr . At 1 20 km/hr. At 160 kg/hr . 
kg kg kg 
Robert 450 390 497 
Cormier 313 413 681 
Ors 315 
. 1 
L1.r2 5 505 
Froidure 433 I 480 525 
T i nsonnier 328 416 477 
As we have already said , e xperiments made by observers in a 
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balloon and , very recently, by a Ger~an with a Heinecke parachute 
have proved that a man can otand vii thout di scomfort a maximum 
s hock of about 420 kg) according to measurements made with the 
b all dynamometer . 
The a im of future investigations must be , therefore, to find 
a s tronger sa il and sho ck- ab sorbers reduc i ng the m~ximum int en-
s ity of the violent stresses produced when jumping at a h i gh air-
p l ane speed . Important results "vere obtained from the first ex-
periments made with this object in view. 
The s hock- ab sorber consists of a n exerciser-cord having a 
~ro ss- section of 13 mm (Fi g. 34). Tnis is fastened between the 
life- line of the parachute and the point of attachment of the 
harness . Two types of shock-absorb3rs have been made: The first 
r-- -
with three t urns of the exercID:2 - cord, the second with only t~O. 
With a load of 80 kg and at a n airpl ane speed of 160 km/hr., 
the follow'in g stresses , measured wit l1 the ball dynamometer , were 
obtained with the S. T.Ae. parachute . 
Without shock- absorber: 610 kg, 302Q5 kg, 323.5 kg, 422 kg, 
With shock- absorber Nb . 1: 410 kg . 
With shock- absorber No . 2: 320 kg , 302 kg , 302. 5 kg, 373 kg . 
Other experiments will b e made with the object of still fur-
ther rec~ucing the dimens ions and we i ght of the devices, while pre-
serving their de s irable characteristics . 
I n these eA~eriments, a study ~ill also be made of the fo1-
lowing: 
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1. Increasing the effective area through increasing the 
density of the fabrico 
2 . Obta ining greater efficiency through changes of form. 
3 . The advantages and disadvantages of the central landing 
cordo 
4. Di scover ing a method of testing by means of which it 
will be po ssible to determine accurately the maximum speed which 
can be withstood by a parachute with a load of 80 kg. 
Chapter IV~ 
Installation on an airp l ane .- In the preceding chapters we 
have discussed the means of ascertaining the qualities of a par-
achute and hav e p resented tables giv ing the perfo rmances of the 
parachutes now in use. The obj ect in vi ew is no t to obtain a 
parachute that will be mere:LY safe , but one that will also bo 
easy to install and use on an airplane . 
We know that for some years there have been several good 
types of parachute s i n existence, though difficulty is still en-
countered in getting them generally used . The reason for this is 
that the problem of installing the parachute on airplanes, al-
though great ly s i mpli f ied by the smaller bulk of the recent par-
achutes, is still far from being defi nitely so lved. 
At fi rst, the usefulness of pa r<..chut es on ai r planes was cU s-
put ed, the following objections bei ng made : 
.1. The only accident in which a parachute could be effect-
ively employed would be one in which the airplane retains its 
normal line of flight, that is to say, in case of fire, and that , 
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even then, it would generally be less dangerous to fight the fire 
wi th extingui sh'ers than to throw one's self overboard. 
2 . Airplane accidents g enerally occur at too low an alti-
tude for a parachute to b? used. 
3. As concerns co mmercial aviation~ the adoption of para-
chutes might considerably lessen the confidence of the pas sengers. 
These objections may be answered by the following facts: 
ExpGriments made in America with dummies have shown us t :1at, 
even in the case of a tail spin, it is possible to jump from the 
airplan.e on t h e inner sid e of -~ :10 spi :Ll . Moreover, in const:l-"uct-
ing parachutes , a study may easily b e made of the adjustments 
which will make it possible to use t h em in'most of the positions 
assumed by an airplane. Therefore, it may be asserted that, if 
the airplane is properly arranged~ it will be possible, by t he 
correct u s e of the parac~ute , to avoid fatal accidents~ eith er 
in case of fire , collision in the air, breaking or jamming of 
the controls, or when testing airplan es, engines, and new devices. 
I n this connection, it is well to remember that the II Service 
Technique de l ' Aeronautique ll requires tha carrying of parachutes 
on all of the airplanes f lown at Villacoublay b y government pilots 
and tha t this requirement is now accepted without demur. As to 
civilian airplanes, it is evidently a question of accustoming 
and gradually training the passengers. At any rate, we will 
consider the different ways of installing parachutes on the 
principal types o~ airplanes and will point out the difficulties 
encountered. 
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a) First ins tallatiQn rmde in Breguet squadron, Br 227, on 
a military airplane (Fig. 35).- The two parachutes are placed sid 
by side in the fusel age. T'he pilot jumps over. , The observer 
s lips through a ripping panel controlled by an elastic ,cord. 
This is possible only wh en the airplane is in line of flight. 
b) I nstallat ion at Villacoublay on a Breguet 14 A2 (Fi gs o 
36- 37). For the observer .- In thi s arrangement, there is a re-
movab le hood , either of plywood or aluminum, placed behind the 
observer and covering the parachute pack . A single movement" 
transmi tted by a lever p l aced behind and near the passenger, re-
lea s e s the ho od i mmed iately. The top of the parachute pack is 
attached to the fuselage by means of a cord which passes across 
the board on which it rests .. The cord connecting the parachute 
to the passenger passes over the notch in the arch. 
For the p ilot.- The parachute is folded tn a pack, which 
rests on the seat and is in one pie ce with the p ilot1s jacket. 
contrary to the passenger 1s parachute, the sail unfolds from the 
top ( first the sail, then the suspension lines). 
The s econd arrangement eli r~nates two objections: 
For the observer, danger of cat chi ng on the machine guns '; 
For the p'ilot, difficulty i n jumping wi th a pack that does 
not fit him closely. 
c ) Adaptation of the 19 19 S· T·. Ae . parachute folded in it s 
old pack.- With this method of installation, it is assumed that 
the aviator has provided a place for each of the parachutes of 
the crew , in conformi ty with the circular of 1921. A temporary 
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installation devi ce, provided since that time, accommodates two 
parachutes . 
One, for the observer, is placed in the cockpit beside the 
seat . It is attached to the observer at the last moment by a 
single snap- hook whi ch is within easy reach of his hand. All 
that he has to do then is to t ake the pack under his arm, step 
over the gun-race and jump from the a irplane. 
The other parachute, for the pilot, serves as a cushion . 
The seats were widened and lowered, in ordeT to accommodate the 
parachute easily. The l at ter is attached to the pilot in ad-
vance by means of a snap-hook placed within easy reach . To use 
the parachute , he seize s the pack under h i s arm and jUmps. 
Thi s manner of jumpi ng over with a parachute pack under 
the arm seemed to be part icularl y inconvenient and a less d iffi-
cult way was sought . 
d ) Boxes for parachutes.- Various kinds of boxes for hold-
ing parachutes have been made. The cover of these boxes is just 
l evel with the bottom of the fuselage and is opened automatical-
ly by a pull on the cord connecting the parachute to the passen-
ger (Fi g . 38) . The second type of box is outside of one side of 
the fusel age and is op ened automatically by the breaking of a 
cord maki ng a half hitch with the connecting cord (Fi g . 39). 
The following are the principal disadvantages of this method of 
installation: 
1. The airp l ane must be equipped with a spec i al device for 
attaching the parachute . 
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2 J The aviator cannot choose the side for jumping . 
3 A long fastening cord rrust b e u s ed which may foul the _ 
airplane. 
4. I n case of fire, the para chute must remain in t he air-
plane for a moment after the aviator ha s jumped and may thus be 
de s troyed. 
e) On observation airplanes.- At the present time, the best 
arrangement on a Brcguct 19 A. 2, and 14 A. 2 consists in using 
(for t he pilot) an aluminum box to hold the parachute. For the 
observer, the II paek-on-ba ck li type is recommended. Our obj ect is 
to obtain (for both pilot and Observer) a parachute of small 
size, or folded in a case forming a cushion on which one can sit 
and which may be attached to the belt by two straps. The Ameri-
cans have a pack like this. On the Potez 15 A. 2 , a slight 
cha nge in the cockpit enables the pilot to usc the IIpack-on-backll 
of 35/60/10 cm. 
f) On pursuit airplane No. 29 (Fig. 40).- The cockpit is 
changed so that the pilot may have the 35 by 60 cm pack constant-
lyon his back. Since the lower edge of the pack rests on the 
seat, it does not pull on his shOUlders and causes him no incon-
v enience. 
g ) On bombing or co mmercial airplanes.-- On the F.60 and 
potez bomber, the cockpi t does not allow the use of the tlpack-on-
back", thus obliging the pilot to go aft, in order to jump 
through the door of the cabin. The solution of this problem is 
to use a pack which is fastened to the wall of the fuselage and 
- - - - ----------------~-------------
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may be put on qui ckly in case of danger . A door should also be 
p r ovided of sufficient width to per mit the occupants of the a ir-
p l an e to leave it quickly. 
b) For commercial airplanes . - Parachute models i n general 
have now been considered. I ndividual paracIT~tes may be pl aced in 
the backs of the seats and may serve as cushions. The chief dif-
f iculty consi sts in the length of ti me required for a number of 
passengers to put on the ha r ness and leave the airplane without 
jostling one another. The difficulties a ttending the installation 
of parachutes on airpl anes may thus be understood. 
Hovvever, from nO N on , we may adopt the following principle, 
namel y , that the parachute shou l d be a ttached only to t he user 
and not t o any part of the airplane. A p ractica l way of sat is-
fying this condition is to fo l d the parachute in a pack attached 
to the back of t he aviator . But it must not pull on hi s shoul-
ders . I n the case of the pilot , this is easily accomplished, 
s i nce the pack rests on the airplane seat. For the use of ob-
servers , the wei ght and bulk of the parachute must be still less~ 
To solve the problem of adapting the par achute to airplanes, 
it is the refore necessary fo r the pilot I S co ckpi t to be so con-
struct ed that he can wear the pack on his back. On airplanes 
in which this type of installation is not possible, a seat pack 
attached to the user may be employed . 
Belts .- The manner of fastening t he parachute to the aviator 
i s of grea t importance. The belt transmits the shock of opening 
to the body of the wearer . It is desirabl e that the shock should 
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be distributed over the least sensitive parts of the body, name-
ly, the shoulders and thighso Therefore almost all parachute 
belts have shoulder and thigh str aps . 
It is also necessary for the aviator to be able to free him-
s elf from his belt , or detach the parachute from his belt, es-
pecially when landing in a hi gh wind in p laces where it would be 
dangerous to be dragged along the ground. 
The belts must b e tested for : 
10 Their strength.- These tests a re made with testing ma-
chines and take in every ring and strap on the belt. 
2. The r~nner in which they distribute the shock of open-
ing.- The av iator , wearing a belt with its connecting cord at-
tached to a point on the airplane , jumps at a iow altitude. Ar-
• 
rested in his fall by the cord, he receives a shock which is 
transmitted to him by the belt. 
Fanjeau belt .- At the p resent time this is the regulation 
belt in military aviation (Figs. 41-44). It has satisfactorily 
stooa the tests and possesses the foll owing characteristics. It 
wei ghs 1.3 5 kg and is made of elastic webbing which acts as a 
shock- ab sorber at the moment the sail unfolds. The shoulder a nd 
thi gh strap s are more resistant to t h e shock of opening. They 
are made of her~ 53 mm wide and are capable of withstanding 200 
kg. By means of the buckle (Fig. 45) which connects the belt, 
shoulder straps and thigh straps , each of these parts may be 
hooked up in succession. It is made of non-oxidizable aluminum 
bronze and wei ghs 0.34 kg. The buckle may be unfastened instant-
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ly and: completely oy a singl e mo t io n of the wearer . A small 
l eat her strap ~ith a buckle p rote cts t he buckle during descent . 
The belt is connected with the parachute by a 7-strand s teel 
cable of 3 . 5 mm c"!. i a meter havi n g a br eaking strength of 830 kg and 
t er mi nated by a snap- 1100k of t he mod el a dop ted in aero s tation 
and having a s trength est i mat ed a t 800 kg . 
I t s till rer:1ains to b e ascerta ined as to whether the shock 
i s suitably distributed oy t h i s b elt, but thi s is now bei ng in-
v esti gated . 
Fireproofing parachut es . storage. 
1. Fi re1J roofing.- Since 1920 it has been attempted to make 
parachutes fireproof, so as to p reven t their de s truction in case 
of fire . No method o f firepro ofing s ilk without d ep riving i t of 
its s trength has yet been found. 
After numerous te s ts the f ollowing s olution was adopted for 
co tton: 
Di stilled water, 10 liters. 
Phosphate of ammonia, 400 grams. 
Sulphat e of a rM10n i a , 400 II 
Carbonate of soda , 100 11 
Borax, 100 If 
The salt s are d i sso lved in distilled wat er at a temperatur e 
of from 1 5 to 200 C. The parachute i s i mmersed in this so lution 
at a tempera t u re of fr om 40 to 4500 and le f t there f or hal f a n 
hour , care being taken to wet the entire surface and to straighten 
Qut the folds which mi~.ht prevent the so lution from reaching cer-
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tain parts. Remove the parachute from the bath, spread it out 
perfectly f lat on a drying frame or net~ without allowing it to 
come in contact with the ground. This arrangement is necessary~ 
in order to secure a uniform distribution of the protect i ve salts. 
Then allow it to dry in a place free from moisture. When dry , the 
paraohute must be plaoed in a reoeptaole whioh is impervious to 
dampness . It should receive this treatment every two months and 
wheneve r it gets wet. 
2 . storage. - It is necessary to inspect the fabrio and cord-
age f airly often, to refold it , and to make certain that the de-
vioe for breaking the oord ( snap hook- knife) is in good working 
order . If the parachute gets damp, ca re must be taken to dry it 
i mmediately by hanging it from the oeiling of ~ hot room, or ex-
p o sing it to the sun. 
The storage room mus t be very dry and airy. Compartments 
are arranged to ho ld the folded (but not compressed) parachutes. 
Rows of screw- eyes are screwed into the ceiling and fixed 
pulleys are attaohed to t hem . The parachutes must be periodically 
unfolded . and hung up . For this purpose eaoh pulley is furnished 
with a cord at the end of which there i s a heavy hook. To hang 
up the parachute, the hook is attached to the top of the para-
chute , which is then hoisted by pulling on the cord . . Care must 
be taken that the entire parachute is suspended and that the sus-
pension lines are rolled up and cannot come in contact with the 
floor.. The end of the ho isting cord is secured near the floor •.. , 
The requ i site equi pment of the stor age room comprises a long 
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table on Yrhich the parachutes are folded and repaired; drying 
frames or netting which mEty be placed or extended horizontally •. 
A P pen d i x . 
Since the publication of t h e preceding Bulletin, another 
parachute contest ha s taken place (Au gust, 1924). 
The regulations were s imilar to those of the p revious con-
te s ts, but , owing to the latest results obtained by the IIService 
Technique ll during fli ght tests, the following changes were made! 
1. I n order to standardize parachute packs and simplify 
their installation on airplanes , the regulations prescribe two 
types, the pack-on- back and the pack-on- seat, their maximum di-
mensions being as follows: 
1--1 ength,. 60 cm 
Pack-on- back Width, 35 II 
Thickness , 12 cm 
, -
Length, 35 cm 
Pack-on-seat Breadth, 40" 
t1'hickness, 18 iI 
2 . The maximum shock 0 f opening was f ixed at 500 kg, meas-
ured by the Brinnell impression on test- pieces. The number of 
points to be accorded to the parachutes (2 poin ts per 50 kg 
shock) was calculated from 420 kg . Re cent experiments have shown 
that a parachute rider can support, without discomfort, a shock 
or opening indica ted on the bar of the d ynamomet er by an impres-
sion similar to that which would be produced by a static pressure 
of 420 kg. 
3 . Sixty pO i nts were awarded by the jury for convenienc e of 
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equipment and installation on air91anes~ 
Five parachutes underwent all the tests successfully _ . Their 
average performances are given in the fo llowing table: . 
Parachutes Volume Wei ght Time to Velo ci ty Shock of 
of opening 
open descent 
Ii ters kg sec. m/ s kg 
Ors B 18.35 6.55 2.9 4.86 335 
T insonnier 16.45 6 . 80 2 .9 5.03 290 
Blanquier B 17. 30 5.50 2.0 5.98 450 
Robert 16.55 7 . 00 2.2 4.80 365 
Ca1throp 16.45 6 . 80 2 .1 6.16 340 
The rates of descent of the Calthrop and Blanquier were too 
high. The other parachutes performed wel l, but the belt of the 
Ors broke under the strength test. The Robert and Tinsonnier 
parachutes~ which were the only ones awarded prizes, were satis-
factory and functioned uniformly and safely. 
Great imp rovement in construction was demons trated a t this 
cont est . The importance of the met ~10 0_ of installation of para-
chutes on airplanes was thoroughly understood. . The parachutes 
were all folded in rectangular packs which could be fi tted easily 
to the backs of seats on ai rplanes and to the seats themselves. 
Their volumes and weights had been reduced to suitable ma~nitudes . 
The materi a ls used in the Ti nsonnier parachute were particularly 
good : cotton woven especially for t h e sail; suspension lines 
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.' wound. The "Mai son Cal thropll showed a compact arrangement o f pack 
and parachute worthy of mGntion~ 
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Assembly 
12 lines 7m in length. 
Breaking strength of each line,250kg. 
Diameter of vent,O.58m. 
Fig.13 Galb~ parachute. 
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Fig.32 Perrin- Bourgeois parachute. 
z = Crown 
C = Cap 
D = Polar 
F = Cord 
b = Bands 
No.1 Red exerciser-cord, 13 rom in diameter. 
Wound portion 4 cm long- must hold 100 kg. 
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